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Early Made Hay.
\\ liile the majority of our best farmers
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early cut grass
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the late.-t 11!iti■. at which any kind ol'
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Ukmkkv rots Axis. “Subscriber,” AlonMidi., writes: “I have a l:i\vn, grad-

I'oe,

eil and soddcil this Spring, which has been
invaded by hosts of black ants, their little
hillocks looking like the camp tents ot a
Liliputian army. Can you or some of your
correspondents tell me how to destroy the
ants without destroying the grass?”
Reply. To kill off the ants without deslroying the grass, care must be exercised.
It would be better to kill them than to
dri\e them away to another place, as they
are very persistent creatures, and
will
easily wear out the patience of an unusually persevering man. To kill them, make
a solution of one
pound of sugar with one
ounce of cobalt, and
boiling water enough
to make a thin syrup.
Rip pieces of sponge
or moisten a quantity of sawdust or
chopped straw with this, and place them on
pieces of shingle near their haunts. They
will swarm over the bait, and be destroyed
in large numbers. lVrsoverc until they
arc all gone.
Where there is no grass
about the lest.--, as on walks or paths, pour
boiling water over them repeatedly until
all are destroyed. One of the chid services done by moles is tin* destruction of
I nfoi-Uniatrl
ants’ eggs
in lawns the
remedy is worse than the lirst evil. [New
Vork 1 imes.
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Nome years ago. says a correspondent
of the London Times, at my house in the
country, a colony of ants established themselves under the kitchen tlooring. Not
knowing the exact locality of the nest. I
endeavored to destroy the insects with
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'Tis like stirring living embers, when, ;it eighty,
one remembers
All the aehings and the quakipgs of‘‘the times
that tried men's souls;"
When I talk of Whit/ and 7’or//, wneu 1 tell
the Jit'bel story,
To you the words are ashes, but to me they're
burning coals.
1 had heard the muskets' rattle of the April running battle;
Lord Percy's hunted soldiers. I can see their
red coats stiil :
Hut a deadly chill comes o'er ne, as the day
looms up before me,
Whfii a thousand men lay bleeding on the
slopes of Hunker's Hill.
*Twas a peaceful Summer's morning, when the
tirst thing gave us warning
Was the booming of the cannon from the river
and the shore;
“Child." says grandma, “what’s the matter,
wluit is ill this noise and clatter?
Ha\e those scalping Indian devils come to murder us once more?"
Poor old soul! my sides were shaking in the
midst of all my quaking.
To hear her talk of Indians when the guns began to

She had

roar;

the burning village, and the
slaughter ami the pillage.
When the Mohawks killed her father with their
bullets through his door.
seen

Then I said, “Vow, dear old granny, don't volt
fret and worry any,
t or I'll soon come back and tell you whether
this is work or play;
There can't be mischief in it, so T won't be gone
a minute"—
For a minute then I started.
I was gone the
live-long da\.

.Saving“( ial, you’re looking shaky; have

a

drop

Safe.

of old Jamaiky;
I'm aleard there'll he more trouble afore the job
is done;”
So I took one scorching swallow; dreadful faint
I felt and hollow.
Standing there from early morning when the
All

S:ilV>J The battle field of life
Seldom know.- a pause in strife.
31 very path is set with snares.
Kvevy joy is crossed bv cares.
morn has darkest night.
Ijrightcst
Fairest bloom has quickest blight.
Hope has but a transient gleam.
Love is but a passing dream.
Trust is Folly's helpless wait'.
Who dare rail their dearest safe?

tiring was begun.
through those hours

of trial ! had watched
a calm clock dial,
As the hands kept creeping, creeping,—they
were creeping round to four,
When the old man said, “They’re forming with
their bagonets tixed for storming :
It'< the death-grip that's a coming,—they will
try the works once more."

With brazen trumpets blaring, the thanes behind them glaring.
Tin* deadly wall before them, in close array
they come ;
Still onward, upward toiling, like a dragon's
fold uncoiling—
Juke the rattlesnake's shrill warning tin* reverberating drum!

l!ut thou, though peril loom alar.
What hast thou to do with war?
bet the wild stream Hood it' brink.
There’s no bark of thine to sink.
Let Falsehood wave its subtle net.
Thou art done with vain regret.
Let Fortune frown, and friends grow strange.
Thou hast passed the doom of change.
" e plan and struggle, mourn and chafe—
'kite, my Darling, dead, and safe!
f

heaps all torn ami gory—shall 1 tell tin*
fearful story.
How they surged above the breastwork, as a sea

rom

<hcr

breaks over a deck :
How driven, yet scarce defeated, our worn-out
men retreated.
With their powder-horns all emptied, like the
swimmers from a wrecks

11 has all been told and painted : as for me. the)
say 1 fainted.
And the wooden-legged old Corporal stumped
with me dow n the stair.
And when 1 woke from dreams affrighted the
(Mi

even'g lamps were lighted,—
the floor a youth was lying; his bleeding
lire ist

w as

hare.

ttie
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Benjamin Jacques.
In

uu

iron

bound

valley

rondack', lien .Jacques
ruined

in

of the

was

Adi-

financially
by n mining

the summer of LSI:?
His ruin did not mean so

speculation.

very much in dollars and cents, perhaps
less than his previous failures in the same
barren lield, but somehow this last failure
seemed to mean a great deal to him personally. His open, honest lace revealed

keen

suffering.
Jacques had been very temperate and
industrious. He would have gained sucit

there had been half a chance.
And I heard through all the flurry, “Send for
Hut mining in the Adirondack Mountains
Warren! hurry! hurry!
Tell him here's a soldier bleeding, and lie'll was hard.* .So long as a man was young,
and new at the business, ho could endure
come and dress his wound !"
treacle, sugar, arsenic, .Vi.; but. although
All, we knew not till the morrow told its tale the disappointments after a
fashion; but
1 slew numbers thus, the plague still inof death and sorrow.
when he was turned of forty years of age,
ereaseil
How the starlight found him stiffened on HitAt last, bethinking mvsell that
and had learned that mining in the Adidark and bloody ground.
ants disliked the. smell of tar, 1 procured
No time for bodice-lacing or for looking-glass
rondacks was contending against great
some carbolic acid, and diluted it with
Who
the
grimacing;
youth was, what his name was, where commercial odds if not natural laws, he
the place from which lie came was.
about a dozen times its weight of water. Down my hair went as I hurried, tumbling
u as apt to think that he needed :t
Who hail brought him from the battle, and had
change.
halfway to my heels;
I squirted a pint of the mixture through
Due's best, strength tor “lighting the
iJoil forbid your ever knowing, when there's
deft him at our door.
tlie air-bricks under the tlooring-, and my
lit; could not speak to tell Us; hut 'twasoneuf rocks" was likely to bo
blood around her flowing,
impaired before
lot instance, enemies vanished that day. never to return. How the lonely,
our brave fellows.
helpless daughter of a quiet
middle life. Jacques, however, was still
For crickAs the homespun plainly showed us which the
oui11i"u
"d on a cr is naturally a per- It lias always been successful.
household feels!
strong. It was the cheek upon earnest
o,i:i
,u
dying soldier wore.
plain: 'ii
light, ratlior poor ets Ac. also, a little ol this sent into their Iii the stive! I heard a
purposes and honest hopes that wrung his
and I knew
thumping;
boh
arts
as
an
immediate
to
notice
its
will
li
it
quite.
seed,
For thev all thought, he was dying, as they gath- heart.
ripei
permitted
He had tried so many times, he
it was the stumping
-o
in other wolds,
ered round him crying,—
<i:o t;o
>i,d \ o.i,.
of the Corporal, our old neighbor, on that
and so fair, and every time u failure.
said,
And
“Oh
how
miss
said,
him!"
i.o ou,~
liccnial. Whenever a tanner
they
they'll
wooden leg lie wore,
On this last occasion Jacques's brown
and, “What trill his mother do!'"
The Lust Station.
•' t
i t or dies out alter hay.' :,is rod
With a knot of women round him—it was lucky
j
his
like a child's locks were turning to silver, as the assets
Then,
just
unclosing
eyelids
I had found him.
nit
-! as- uvi. tiiat bis land is
Ile had boon sick al one of tlio hotels So 1 followed with the
that has been dozing.
ot his venture were made over to
the
others, and the Corporal j He
j'oor 1" sii'la n i ii' plant or lie deter- for three or four weeks, anil the boys on
faintly murmured, “Mother!"—and—I saw
marched before.
him without a dollar;
company,"
leaving
■i :!ie ouUiiig
It
clover
is
cut
lus
were
blue.
eyes
long
the road had dropped in daily to see how
and he explained to his triends, in Ids
when t.iio lirsi tli.wors appear, tile roots he
and to learn if they could They were making for the steeple,—the old I —“Why.grandma, how you're winking!"—Ah,
direct wav, with tears in his
got
along
simple,
soldier
his
and
s
v.
iilom tail in pul torth a new and render him
people;
my child, it sets me thinking
any kindness. '] lie breakman The pigeons eirelcd round us as we climbed
IVatik, gray eyes, that he was tired.
ui'
of a story not like this one. Well, he some how
t
growth and withstand the cold oi* was a good fellow, and one and all enthe leaking stair.
‘More than twelve years ago," he said.
lived along:
eiisninn winter without injury.
couraged him in the hope that he would -Inst across the narrow river—oh, so close it So we came to know each other, and I nursed “1 brought a little money and a hopeful
made
me
him like a mother,
heart to these mountains, and you all
pull through. The doctor didn’t regard Stood a fortressshiver!
on the hill-top that hut yesterAlderney Cows.
'Fill at last lie stood before me, tall and rosy know whether I have worked faithtul.
the case as dangerous; but the other day
i
was
hare.
day
cheeked, and strong.
own 1 urn down now, and my heart is
Mdcrni", i< well known tor the breed ol* the patient began sinking, and it was seen
Not. slow our eyes to find it; well we knew And wo sometimes walked
he
that
could
not
live
the
out.
A
in
the
pleas- son
It ain't no use. boys,” he added
together
d cow waio
boars its name
These
night
e
who stood behind it.
ant Summer
It is a hard country.
Them few black
are
ailed p .on1',/ because the lirsi dozen oi his friends sat in the room when Though the earthwork hid them from us and —“Please to tell weather,
us what his name was?'
holes over there m the lull is all 1 have to
olios o\pi Ip, 1 tvoii
In'll! that 'land, al- night came; but his mind wandered and
the stubborn walls were dumb;
“dust your own, my little dear,—
he did not recognize them.
Here were sister, wife and mother, looking There's his picture
w are sold as Alderney
ii,■ ugh now \ ry
Copley painted: we became show tor iny work. Ami them ain't mine
wild upon each other.
It was near one of the depots, and after
so well acquainted.
c
<t\'
‘oet.v from there.
1’hose ol !
any longer," he added, struggling with a
And their lips wore white with terror as they That—in short, tint’s wh\ I'm
grandma, and soli, lie said to a Irieml, privately and
that breed ictiia t exported l'ri>m these the great trucks and noisy drays hud ceassaid. Tilk noun has comk!
you children ail are here!"
witu tears,
It’s all right, (ieorge, to talk
Irom Jersey, where ed rolling by, the hells and the short,
are generally
The morning slowly wasted, not a morsel had
of settling down, hut when a man has had
'.no cattle .in- much the same as those ot sharp whistles df the yard engines sounded
we tasted.
The patient had been
his hopes and sees it’s too late, and he has
Ahiernei sniail, with tapering heads, and painfully' loud.
And our heads were almost splitting with the
Burglary anil Assassination
t
The Guernsey very ipiiet tor half an hour, when he suddelicate lawn color
cannons' deafening thrill.
nothing to oiler, what can he say?”
ou :s o' oomed b\ some oven more highdenly opened his eyes and shouted, “Kal- When a figure tall ami stately round the ram'three, days alter the tail tire, Ben .Jacques
Nr.w Yiikiv, JuneThe details of the
a-mu-zoo!’’
part strode sedately;
in ISrooklyn early yes- started away IVom the mining settlement
ly titan tic Alderney ; it is rather larger,
shocking
tragedy
It was Pijkscott, one since told me; lie eom< hie of the men brushed the hair hack
and in le ol a red. brindled, m color. I'lie
terday morning, in which Air. Aaron Shute, alone for a walk among the mountains.
maiuled on the hill.
He was trying to get a mental view of
oijw' o
milked three time- daily, and from the cold forehead, and the brakeman
a prominent and respected citizen, was I'achurned without skimming; closed his eyes and was quiet lor a time. Kvery woman's heart grew bigger when we tailv shot in his bedchamber by a burglar, what else there might, he in the world liethe mil::
saw
his
I lien the wind whirled around the depot
manly figure.
one
Mr. Slmte’s res- side iron ore, speculation, and heart-ache,
pound »i butter a day is by no means
With the banyan buckled round it, standing up are of thrilling interest.
an tmooinnn m y ield lor a
banged the blinds oil the windows of
idence is a brown-stone front, situated on it was a duly morning, all brightness ami
good cow. 1 lie and
so straight and tall;
his room, and he lifted his head and cried Like a
mv enbbage i' made to reach a size so
gentleman of leisure who i> strolling out one ol the most frei|uentcd streets ot the cheered by the birds, lie walked along a
out.
for pleasure,
large that tin! leavi are used to wrap the
city. The burglar appears to have en- little road up by a cabin where his newly
duck-smi
!
north
butter in tor market, while the stalks are
Passengers going
by Through the storm of shells and eanm>n->hot tered tlie house soon alter midnight married Irieml. Nellie, and her husband
he
walked
tinaround
wall.
the
Saginaw road change ears T
varnislietl and armed with ferrules and exthrough one of the kitchen windows, the lived. The little home was a sweet picThe men understood. The brakeman At eleven the streets were
swarming, for the catch ot which he forced aside with a ture
ten.s:\ily mod at. at Heller's for canes
Beyond it were tlie woods and the
red-coats' ranks were forming;
thought he was coming east on the Michiv
I ho
I lie ■■ < e.\ s 11 o
a: otuT : V i, (Idled.
T.> the toiler whose e\
dark mountaincarried
a dark lantern,
knife.
He
putty
The dibit seemed to have At noon in marching order they were moving
:
is highly enriched by gan (’entral.
istenec had been lot so many y ears a -.(nigone of the ordinal'} lint tin arrangements,
grass tli \ toed
to the piers;
i
a wood
i he v ra
gatliereil greatly exhausted him. for he lay like one I low the bayonets gleamed ami glistened, as which conveniently lit in a coat pocket gle to wretieli a lorttiee from these rocky
from lie- oi-l' at i"W lido
There arc tw(f dead for the next live minutes, and a
we looked far down and listened
Alter getting into the kitchen he seems to hills, they seemed implacable and pitiless.
vrai harvests appointed by the govern- watcher felt for his pulse to see if life had To the trampling ami the drum heat of the belt- have turned on his light and thus guarded What was the sereuitv ot their heights hut
ed
grenadiers.
ment, one .a the S| ring, the other in Au- not gone out. A tug going down the
his footsteps up to the second and into the contempt lor his teeble struggle?
river sounded her whistle loud and long, At length the men have started, with a cheer rear room where Mr. and Mrs. Shutewere
lie passed on from the settlement into
gust, althoiigli it is gathered at it her times
the woods. There was an old minlne' roail
(it seemed faint-hearted),
All hands turn out in and the dying brcnkiiiau opened his eyes
in smaii ipianlitie'.
The gas was burning dimly ovei
asleep.
In their scarlet regimentals, with their knapll led many miles into
the season with boats and carls, lrcipicut- and called out—
the dressing table, and the burglar turned that he knew of.
sacks on their backs.
‘•Ann Arbor !”
Then he saw air. Shiite’s gold the wilderness, li had been ••cut out”
it out.
ly at night, and it. i- a v ery lively pietur
And the reddening rippling water, as after a
He had been o\ er the road a thousand
watch hanging over the mantelpiece and and speedily abandoned in a mining specsea-light's slaughter,
csipie H-eupation. though often attended
Heath bound the barges gliding onward blushed like
The window ulation years ago. lie billowed this- track
with risk and loss ol lile from the over- times, but had made his last trip.
over to seize it.
stepped
was
a spectral train over the old
blood along their tracks.
blinds were partially open, and a laint live miles, to Cherry Lake. The lake was
loading id boats ,r sudden rise of the tide. track,drawing
and he w as brakeman, engineer and So
1 lie cows arc always tethered when feedthey crossed to the other border, ami again glimmer of light came through them and very solitary. A dark, rugged hill eiothed
conductor.
they formed in order;
retleeted itself upon the looking-glass at with black spruce rose bey ond it. W here
ing ; they cat ss in i iis vv ay really giving
One of the yard engines uttered a shrill And the boats came back for soldiers, came for
more milk than if glutted with food, and
foot ol the bed. Mr. Shute awoke .Jacques was. there was a plain, covered
the
soldiers, soldiers still;
whistle of warning, as if the glare of the
while th< v c,
that the gas was out, and almost with maple and beech trees, lie noticed
and
saw
lopping the grass on one
The time seemed everlasting to us women faint
id it lias time to spring up on head light had shown to the engineer some
side of .a
and fasting—
caught the shadow of the how tine the prospect was, and how wonimmediately
the otln r sid.
\\ lien they have done eat- stranger in peril, and the brakeman called At last they're moving, marehing, marching burglar in the glass.
The (enow was derfully the blue w ters sparkled in the
Then lie sat down upon the
proudly up the hill.
out to grasp the watch. duly noon
ing. they arc at once removed irom the out—
reaching
just
sun into the shade
The breed is preserved
“Yp-slanty—change cars here for the We can see the bright steel glancing all along Without a moment’s roileclion Mr. Slmte shore, smoked his pipe, and thought it all
l'.el River road !”
the lines advancing—
tr mi intermixture with other breeds by
from his couch and grappled the over again. W lieu he relumed to the set"He’s coining in fast,” whispered one of Now the front rank tires a volley—they have sprang
and they clenched in a deadly con- tlement that evening, he teniarked that
strong and arbitrate laws very strongly
thief,
thrown away their shot;
nfureed. No cattle are allowed to enter the men.
llict. The burglar had the advantage ol he had considered the matter fullv, and
“And the end of his ‘rim’ will he the end For behind their earthwork lying, all tin* halls
he had done with mining
the islands except for slaughter within a
above them flying,
being wide awake and lull}' armed. As was sure that
certain number ol day with the exception ol his life!” said the second.
<>ur people need not hurry: so they wait and
he tell into the grasp of the aroused gen- forever.
The dampness of death began to collect
answer not.
A week later the news was circulated
ot oxen lor draught.
tleman, the burglar struck him a stunning
[From the “Chanthe patient's forehead, and there was
m
nel Islands
Then the Corporal, our old n ipple (lie would blow in the lace with the lantern and it that Ben Jacques had put up a log-cabin
Harper'~ Magazine for on
that ghastly look on the face which death
swear sometimes and Lippltf)
June
was extinguished at once.
They fought away otf in the woods at Cherry Lake,
always brings. The slamming of a door lb* had heard the bullets whistle (in the old around the room in the dark and filially and was going to turn hermit. There
French
before—
down the. hall startled him aj ain, and he
war)
fell upon the bed, and their struggle were diverse comments upon lids intelliRestoring tlio Fertility of Farms,
moved his head and faintly called. “Grand Calls out in words of jeering, just as if they all
She was terribly gence. Some reckoned that lie had touud
awoke Mrs. Shute.
were hearing—
\\\ must vivo our liquid nuinuro. A Trunk .function ! Passengers going east
And his wooden leg thumps fiercely on the alarmed, sprang up and tried to light the anew mineouLthere, others were “afetird”
large |h>i'ti• 111 l it runs to waste, and is by the Grand Trunk change cars!”
that Ben had a soft spot in his head. His
dusty belfry floor:—
gas. but, in her extreme agitation, could
lie was so quiet alter that that all the
thought In many not worth saving. 1
own statement of the ease to Nellie was
succeed.
not
”(>h!
tire
ve
and
earn
away,
villains,
King
>v make twice the value of maknow i
men gathered around the lied, believing
The burglar and Mr. Shute were now plain, lie said he was tired. He declared,
(»forge's shilling’s.
n,\
tarn* tliat, 1 did liy simply that lie was dead.
nure a
His eyes closed and But ve'li waste a ton of
power before a ‘rebel’ upon the Moor, the burglar underneath, also, that it was pleasant at the lake, and
to take a
ol
window
it
out
the
the brakeman lifted his hand, moved his
falls;
throwing
his lelt hand clutching the other’s that he loved to dream there in the silence.
You may hang the dirt and welcome, they're and
washing, a- i- now- practised at almost head and whispered—
1 remember a world outside of these
Mr. Shute was the heaviest, and
throat.
as safe as l)an'l Malcolm
After experimenting a few
“Deevery I mi'll.
Ten foot beneath the gravestone that you've
the burglar became desperate. He had a mountains, Nellie,” said Jacques, “that
\ ears, 1 became satislied
that the liquid
Xot "Detroit,” hut “Death!” He died
splintered with your halls!”
revolver in his right hand, and, while they you have not seen.” When Nellie said,
manure was very
valuable, and too good u ith the halt uttered whisper on his lips. In the
the tloor, lie anxiously, that sin- (eared lie was giving
hush
of
expectation, in the awe ami were in this position upon
I a! last put under my tieup a And the headlight on death’s engine shone
t- be lost
thrust it against his antagonist’s neck and way to some secret sorrow, lie did not
trepidation
now
reservoir
calked
and
and
it,
full in his lace and covered it with sticli of the dread approaching moment, we are well
plank
tired twice. The first shot entered the reply.
save the
liquids and solids entire from my pallor as naught but death can bring.
nigh breathless all ;
side of Air. Shiite’s neck, passed
Jacques’s cabin at the lake was a pleasright
rattle while at the barn. I never allow
Though the rotten bars are falling on tin* rickety
and upward, went through ant place. During the autumn lie cleared
clean
through
bclfn
r
ailing,
them to stand in the yard at any time. In
he might have a garWe arc crowding up against them like the waves the wainscoting of the door, struck the a little ground, that
A Fortune that a Breath Has Made,
summer al night, they came up to the
den in tlic spring, and lie improved the
a wall.
the
and
in
hall
the
against
upon
dropped
ceiling
barn and go into their chains as it they
A
suit was tried and determinThe second shot struck old road so that a team could be driven
Just a glimpse 11In* air is clearer), liicy arc first story stairs.
1 throw in behind them ed iusingular
meant business.
A few weeks’ labor at
The
or
a
week
two
Del.,
Wilmington,
Air. Shute in the left side of the head, over over it.
nearer.—nearer—nearer,
old pickle, loam, lime, plaster, ashes, dry since. It is thus
the corres- Willi a Hash—a curling smoke-wreath—then a the
and lodged, llis blood spurt- Works” supplied him with means to proreported
by
temple,
chip dirt, etc. It all works down and pondent of the Philadelphia Times: ‘Tincrash—the steeple shakes—
ed out in torrents and covered the face cure the necessaries lie required. Then
II this der the laws of
comes out the best ol manure.
Delaware the property of The deadly truce is ended; the tempest's shnmd and hands ot the burglar, who now made a little furniture and a lew hooks were
is rended;
plan was generally adopted, we can see at a wife who dies without issue descends not
Hut the taken to the cabin, and the toiler settled
Like a morning mist it gathered, like a thunder- desperate efforts to escape.
once w hat we should gain in an agriculto her husband, but to those of her own
cloud it breaks!
wounded mail still clung to him, and down to rest.
tural point of view. Such manure as this, blood
no isoPen years ago Henry SLout, a
the room in a close
Jacques was a sensitive man.
Uh the sight our eyes discover its the ldue- they rolled around
when applied to the soil, holds out remarkhition of his hermit-life soon had its natwealthy (.'over lawyer, died, leaving his
one lighting to escape, the
the
hlack
smoke
blows
embrace,
over!
ably well, i.rcea crop ploughing I know
property to his throe children. Five years The red-coats stretched in windrows as a mow- other to detain him. Airs. Shute again ural effect upon him. Thai unseen world
nothing about, but 1 think it best to adopt ago Hi- only daughter married ltev. II. R.
er rakes his hay;
that surrounds the 1 i\ iny; both when they
essayed to go to her husband s assistance,
the above plan lirst. This would assure Hall, of Lewes, and a
year later she died Here it scarlet heap is lying, there a headlong but the burglar threw her oil and threat- wake and when they sleep, seemed to him
1'he most of in
crowd is
to come nearer and nearer.
you better erops to turn in.
The strange
an outcry.
gi\ itig birth to her first child. The lat- Like :t billow living
that has broken and is shivered ened to shoot her it she made
our farms in the older part of the State
ter it was claimed bv the lather, lived a
into spray.
She ran to the window looking into the spirits that woo and win the solitary tound
would not produce a green crop until the few moments alter
being delivered, blit
threw if open and began to him in the wilderness. It was observed
land is lii-i manured. 1 look upon this as this the Stouts denied, if the babe breath- Then we cried, ‘‘The troops are routed! They garden,
Air. Shute bled pro- that he was beeoming ipiiet and shy, and
scream “murder!”
are
beat—it
can't
he
doubted!
the best and cheapest way our farm.-, can ed lor a
second after birth, then its (lod he
into a pool of blood that the little he saw of society when he
sank
single
and
the
is
thanked,
the
finally
oyer!”—Ah!
light
fusely
be brought back to productiveness.
[.I. mother’s property descended to her husvisited the settlement oppressed him.
old soldier’s smile!
near the door, and then the burglar startgrim
I Fisher, m Maine Farmer.
The seasons eame and went with much
band. It it was dead when delivered, ‘‘Tell us, tell us why you look so?” (we could ed to
of
the
house.
out
get
hardly speak, we shook so)
however, the mother died without issue,
A lady who occupied a room overhead feverish anxiety, and many ballled enter“Are they beaten? Arc they beaten? A 1:1:
and her property descended to her brothers.
The U»o of Salt for Stock.
heard the noyse, and coming down met prises at the mining settlement. Amid
they beaten?"—“Wait it while.”
To settle the question the brothers brought
the burglar outside the bedroom door, the worry and the failures, Hen Jacques,
While a certain amount ol salt is absothe hermit, was little eared for, and rarely
suit for the property, and tiie ease occupi- (Hi Hie trembling and the terror! for too soon lie
<piickly pushed her aside and continwe saw our error;
lutely ncee-sarv tor the health of stock, it ed the attention ol the courts the entire
remembered.
about
lie
retreat,
his
ued
groped
hasty
by no means toiiows that its indiscriminate week. For the plaintiffs Senator Salis- They are baffled, not defeated; we have driven
The little settlement did not encroach
them back in vain ;
seeking for an exit, and the marks of his
use is el I he needful or sab*
On the conand cx-Senator Comegys appeared, And the columns that were scattered, round blood-stained hands are all over the wall very rapidly upon the woods. Jaeipies’s
bury
trary. salt used in excessive quantities is and the defendant was
the colors that were tattered.
represented by exand door panels in ghastly characters. cabin was still miles away- in the forest.
highly dangerous. It then acts upon the Judge Layton, ex-congressman Smithcrs, Toward the sullen silent fortress turned their
His acre of
garden was a rose in the vast
Finally lie managed to get again into the
as
intestines
an
and
irritant
belted
breasts
stomach
again.
poi- and Edward
The first witto the base- wilderness. In spring the flowers bloomed
then
down
stairs
Esq.
and
llidglcy.
hall,
death
have occurred
son. and cases ol
All at once, as we are gazing, lo the roofs of
ness called was Dr. (leo. (looilell, who ataround his doorway, and the bees from his
ment, leaving his bloody marks all around
Charlestown blazing!
through permitting cattle and hogs to con- tended Mrs. Hall in her fatal sickness and
hives hummed around the tiny clearing.
walls
and
woodwork.
side
on
the
him
When stock are al- delivered
have
sume too much ol it.
her of a child. Jle was possi- Theyhour it tired the harmless village; in an The cries of the alarmed wife of Air. Remote as it was, the robins and the bluewill be down!
lowed free access to it, they will take a ble the child showed no
signs of respira- The Lord in Heaven confound them, rain his Shute and the answering shouts and calls birds found this lonely home, it was one
small quantity very often, but if denied a tion of muscular motion alter
of the picnic
tire and brimstone round them,—
birth. 'This
journeys in summer, for the
of the night watchman and police were
trequent supply they become ravenous tor was all the material evidence offered by The robbing, murdering red-eoats, that would
young folks to travel the long, uufrequent
his
ears as he reached the yard,
in
ringing
it, and are in danger ol eating it to ex- the
burn a peaceful town 1
road through the woods, and visit .Jacques,
plaintiffs at this stage of the proceedand urged him on. When the police arcess.
The safest way is to nse a small
Dr. Page, who was also present at They are marching, stern and solemn; we can
the hermit. These visits were received as
ings.
saw the burglar's desperate
rived
and
quantity regularly in the lood; a quarter the delivery ol the child, was called by the
see each massive column
a
honor by the venerable man, and
work,
ol an ounce daily
began a search for him, but liegreat
being amply suilieient defense He believed the child had a dis- As they near the naked earth-mound with the he hadthey
always gave the visitors honey and
They
got beyond their reach.
walls so steep.
for a cow or a horse, and a fourth ot that
slanting
tinct existence, for with His ear upon its
our soldiers got faint-hearted, and in
lifted Air. Shute from the floor and laid flowers. Hut only Nellie and her husband
quantity tor a hog or a sheep. If stock chest he had heard its heart beat; he also Havenoiseless
and children knew “old Mr. Jacques” as
haste departed ?
him on his bed and then summoned a
are salted once a week, no more than one
Are they panic-struck and helpless? Are
more than a strange man, or a
saw the temporal arteries vibrate and the
the
wounds
they
something
who
a
at
time
pronounced
ounce
physician,
should be given to a cow,
palsied or asleep?
umbilical cord throb. Dr. Penrose, procuriosity.
Twice, at least, every summer,
blood
was
The
of
a
nature.
fatal
pouring
and 1-L' ol an ounce to 1 oz. to sheep or
fessor of obstetrics in the university of Now I the walls they’re almost under! scarce in torrents front two great holes—one on a horse and rude wagon were driven by
a
hogs. It should also lie given in .such
rod
the foes asunder!
llis face and N ellie’s husband or by her own hands over
Pennsylvania being called as an expert, Not a firelock
either side of his neck,
manner that no animal should eat more
Hashed against them! up the
said that from the testimony he had heard
with the the rough road to Mr. Jacques’s. Almost
were covered
earthwork they will swarm!
night-clothing
than its share. It may be given scattered
he felt positive of the child’s independent But the words had scarce been
every month in the year Jacques came to
him
on the carpet it
and
round
blood,
with
when
more
spoken,
safethinly in the eating trough
see Nellie and her
and distinct existence. Drs. Jinny and
tin- ominous calm is brokon,
family. It was the tie
The
had
formed
into
bed-clothing
pools.
ty than in any other way excepting when Shoemaker
similar testimony. In And bellowing crash lias emptied all the ven- and the furniture were smeared with the, that bound him to the outward world.
gave
it is mixed with the feed.
Regularity in
geance of the storm!
Nellie used to say to her husband that
the plaintiff’s called (Jahall and
same crimson fluid.
The detectives arc
its use is the most conducive to the health rebuttal,
Ezekiel and William Cooper, who testifi- So again with murderous slaughter, pelted back- now
the neighborhood, seeking although she could not imagine what it
scouring
of the cattle. We Had it necessary to | ed
that the child had none other than a
wards to the water,
traces of the desperado, whom they have was, she was sure there was some sad
give this caution because some ot our fietal life, and that its existance was nec- I-'ly l’igot’s running heroes and the frightened
little hope of securing. lie is de- secret in Mr. Jacques’s life. Her eyes
-very
readers have been led to suppose, very er- essai
braves of Howe;
and indistinct—of no acily
grow dim with tears, as she saw that her
imperfect
as having been a short, thick-set
scribed
done
we
shout
“At
last
it’s
And
they’re
for,
roneously, that as salt is a good thing, count whatever in establishing the defendown little
and
had
a smooth face.
Shute
Air.
Mary, so timid and shy toward
have
run for;
their
man,
barges
they
stock cannot have too much ot it. [Am. ant’s claim to his dead
wile’s property. They are beaten, beaten, beaten! and the bat- was connected with the mercantile agency all others, yet found a friend in this lonely
Agriculturist.
This closed the evidence, and the case
tle’s over now!”
She wondered at the
of Messrs, Brudstreel & Sons, and is well and aged man.
was argued at great length
by counsel. And we looked, poor timid creatures, on the known to the merchants of New York. pretty blush that came to his withered
Toads are very beneficial to gardens. Chief Justice Gilpin delivered an elaborate
cheeks as the quiet child welcomed and
His age was about 55 years.
rough old soldier's features,
kissed him.
They destroy large numbers of bugs, charge to the jury who returned a verdict Our lips afraid to question, hut he knew what
which would otherwise prove destructive in favor of Hall, the defendant,
we would ask:
Hut no one knew the life or the thoughts
it
basing
A wug of a gourmand who had made himself ot
to vegetation.
sure,” he said; “keep quiet,—once more,
Benjamin Jacques. The dreary years,
Every available means for upon the supposition that the child drew “NotI guess,
ill
trio
they’ll try it—
by feasting on fish, said he embodied the
the brightness of summer and the winter’s
securing the destruction of noxious insects at least one breath in this world, sufficient Here’s damnation
to the cut-throats!’’—then In- of the fiery furnace, thus—shad-rack, ine-sick
should be made use of.
dreadful cold, found him as ever, dwelling
to possess Mr. Ilall with a fortune.
and abed-we-go.
banded me his flask,
1
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alone in the silence of the great woods.
As the long decades were passing, the silver of his locks changed to snow.
II came to pass that a message from the
years gone by penetrated to his seclusion,
reaching his saddened spirit more to wound
than to cheer.
It was an August night and was raining.
Jacques sat in his cabin, reading a newspaper dated three months back. The light
of a candle which he held in his hand fell
upon his face, revealing how strangely
and sadly it was chastened by his lonely
life. The rain beat dull and dreary upon
the window-pane. A mouse nibbled in a
clipboard and then ran across the tloor.
A low, moaning sigh came from the forest.
Jacques put his candle upon the
table, pushed up his spectacles, closed his
There were
eyes, and sat thinking.
strange stories in the newspaper he had
been reading, about spirits coming back
to the world.
He was not surprised by
the idea. He had felt his deceased mother
near him many times, when he was
utterly
heart-broken and weeping in his solitary
hours. But lie did not think it likely that
the spirits would make noises and disturb
people, lie was satistied that the accounts
in the newspaper were not true. Then he
wondered again what it was that he had
felt coming all day. Perhaps it was nothing. Yet why should he feel it always
before people came? lie would not have
believed such things years ago.
Jacques opened his eyes. Was that a
faint lightning-tlasli upon the window ?
It was too long and steady for that, lie
rose and peered out into the blackness ot
the rainy night, llis window overlooked
the lake. Across, upon a point, ol laud
that projected out from the main shore, a
ruddy lire was burning. Its red glare
came in a misty, shimmering track at ross
the waves.
Some hunters, probably,’’ thought
And yet the hunters never
Jaequocame to the lake, and there was no fishing there. “It must be somebody who
has come all the way through the woods
on the old mining road,” he said to liinisei 1. He tried to believe it was not remarkable: but he did not sleep ven
soundly that night for thinking ot it, although the beat of the rain upon the roof
soothed him.
'The ne\t morning was clear and beautiful.
The green, wet woods were steaming in the warm summer air, and the bees
were humming.
At eight o’clock Jacques
sat reading in liisopen door-way A bright,
active boy, dressed in a blue suit, and about
twelve years of ago. came along the lake
shore, and to the door ol the cabin.
‘•(iood morning, Mr Jacques,” said tinboy with a cheery smile; and his clear
blue eyes looked kindly and curiously at
the long, white hair and grav e, sad face
ot tin- hermit.
Jacques pushed his spectacles back upon bis forehead, and turned
his dreamy look upon the eager voting

and then the two knelt silently at the
bedside. Wlien they rose they saw that
Jacques was also kneeling, and a low
sound like a sob came from the dim corner where he was as lie rose from his
knees. There were kind good nights said,
and wishes for a bright to-morrow, and
the lads slept
The wishes lor a bright morning were
realized, and the youthful travelers prepared to resume their journey. Before
I was acthey went away Jacques said,
quainted with your parents many years
ago; that is," he continued, with a
strange faltering, "1 do not know as J
was acquainted with
your father—You
might tell them," he added, “that Mr.
sends
his
Jacques
respects,—it thev should
remember me."
It was seven o’clock; and the sun was
shining very brightly, when the rosy-iaced
boys left Jacques’ cabin, and with kind
words of “good-by” started along the
road out toward the mining settlement.
As they passed into the woods
they turned
and looked back once more at the garden
and^ (lowers, and they waved once more
adieu with their caps to the hermit. As
they did so Jacques stood by the road side,
leaning upon his stall’ and weeping bit-

terly.

“That is

a vein

(ioorge.

strange old man,” said

“So lie

is,” said \\ ill; “1 think he was
all last night” And the two. so
young and inexperienced in the voyage ol
life, passed on, not knowing what message they had brought to this shipwrecked mariner, upon hi.s lonely rock in the

crying

The following beautiful illustration of
the simplicity and power of truth is told
by an eye-witness of the scene in one of
the higher courts—
A little
girl pjnc years of age was otiis
ed as a witness against a prisoner who
was on trial for a
felony committed in In r
father’s house.
“Now, Emily,” said the counsel for the
prisoner, upon her being offered a- a
witness, “I desire to know if y»ii understand the nature of an oath ?”
“I don’t know what you mean,' u
the simple answer.
“There, your Honor,” said the couim-1
addressing the Court,“is anything lin t.
necessary to demonstrate the validity t
my objection? This witness should irejected. She does not even understand
•
the nature of an oath.”
“Let us see.” said the Judge. “Conic
here, my daughter.”
Assured by the kind tone and manner
of the Judge, the child
stepped toward
him, and looked confidingly up in liL tact*
with a calm, clear eye, and in a manner
so artless and frank, that it went t > the
Judge’s heart.
"Did you ever t tke an oath ?" a ke.l tin■

Judge.

The little g-irl stepped itaek with a look
of horror, and the red blood mantled in
blush all over her face as die answer
ed :
“No, sir!
She thought he intended to impure
she had ever blasphemed.
“I did not mean that." said the Judge,
who saw her mis ake; "I mean were \..ii
ever a witness before ?
“No, sir; I never was in court bel
He handed her the Bible, open, and ask
ed : “Do you know that book, niv child?'
She looked at it and said: “Ye-, dr:
it is the»Bible."
“Ho you ever read ita-ke 1 t!i■
■

Judge.
“Yes, sir: every evening.”

“Can von tell me what the Bible iasked.
“It is the word of the go at <
I.

he

replied.

“Well, place your hand upon tin B
and listen to what I say ; and he rep.
declined. Nellie thought ed
slowly and solemnly the oath umi
il was not sale for the old man to live
administered to witnesses.
alone. She urged upon her husband the
r.
“Now,” said the Judge, -a n
propriety of bringing their friend to their sworn as a witness.
r
Will you t.
own house.
But Jacques when invited
what will befall voll il'vou d mU tel'
said, no, he could not leave his home. truth ?
In the winter following, Nellie’s husband
“I shall be shut up in Stab
B
visited Jacques several times, making, the
answered the child
snow
shoes.
But
he
journey upon
always
“Anything else ?
found the hermit in about his usual health,
“I shall never go to heaven
-a
and able, he said, to visit the settlement
ed.
whenever lie desired to.
“Uovv uo \nil know tlii'
It was spring again. Uobins and bluebirds came; and Jacques’ garden hum- Judge again.
The child took the Bible, and m
med with the bees and bloomed with
to the chapter containing tin •
the flowers, when the tire-pulsed, leafy rapidly
mandinents,
pointed to the iiijuin
June was glowing with the life of a new
“Tllot: shall not hear l:tl
witiio
ag
summer.
Nellie and little Mary went in tliv
neighbor,” saving: "1 learned t
their wagon to visit “old Mr. Jacques," i
before 1 could rend
at, the lake.
I’hev came to the cottage.
•■Has any one talked with v ;
The timid little maiden sprang out of the
t
your being a witness in court o u.
and
went
toward
the
wagon
through
man 1J
asked the Judge.
gate, while her mother remained to tic
"Yes, sir. My toother heard tin", war
the old gray horse to a post. Mary went cd me to
be a witness, and last m: :l
dose up to the cottage. The door was
called me to her room and asked m<
Then she call- tell her the ten
open and she stepped in.
commandments ; a id tl
ed back to her mother that Jacques was we
kneeled down together, and -de pi
Nellie
felt
the
She
asleep.
presentment.
cd that I might understand how wi.-l,.
entered the cabin, and there upon the bed was to
bear lalse witness, and tier t.
was Uie weary traveler, lorever at rest.
would help me, a little child, t"
It, was plain that the great conqueror truth
as it was before Him.
I
And wle
had surprised him. .Jacques was dressed
l:ieo Indore linn.
came up here with lather, she kissed m
The boy proceeded to it'll .1 ;io<|m-s that with his usual neatness and care
11 is and told me to remember the \i oh t m
lit: :unl his older brother hail walked sixty | Milton had laden trout his hand and was
mandment, and that (lod wae.iM
miles along the roads through the woods lying upon the lied by his side,
l'lie
even word 1 said.”
lor a vacation, and were camping over on clock was ticking upon the. shell', and
Ho you believe this.’” iiejuired lie
the point, lie said that a il was Sunday, the Mowers upon tlie little table at the bed
while a tear glistened in liisey.
Judge,
they should stay over until to morrow. side were still tivsli w it It the morning dew and his lip quivered w itli visible emotion
The
little
window
lake
toward
the
us
back
at
Smith's
was
told
that
•‘They
you
“Yes. sir,” said the child, with a vo
lived here, and that vour name was Mr open, and the light summer air stirred the and manner which show d her mv i.-t I
J act pies," said the buy with juvenile volu- white muslin curtain that shaded it. Nelof its truth was perfect
bility ; anil turning partly away the lad lie and little Mary stood tor awhile awe“Hod bless you, my
-aid t
h11 •!.
eommeneed biting the green bark from a stricken in the great hush and stillness of
“ion have a good lie alter
I In
dodge,
fhen Nellie closIVesli birch branch in his baud, glancing the presence ol death.
witness is competent," he continued
at the man meanwhile, to discover what ed the house, an I her tears fell as she j “Were 1 on trial tor
my life, and inn.
impression he t\ as making. When the was doing tin last service sin- could ren- ol the charge against me, I would pi
i'lien she and little Mary (led for such a witness a tillhermit spoke a lew kind words in reply, der her friend,
F r a
the boy seemed t• > judge that it would be returned to tin- settlement, and suitable be examined.”
w
as secured and sent to the cabin.
safe to develop his policy.
“\ou see, Mr. aid
■she told the stm' with tin -imql,
It was proposed that Jacques should he ot a
Jacques,” he said, “we want some new
child, as she was, but there w apotatoes from your garden, and 1 guess brought out to the common burying- reetness about it which carr cd a
ground; Imt it turned out that he had ot its truth to every heart.
you will hate to let us have any."
d'lie boy found little dill'u'tilly in ar- strictly charged Nellie that his grave
She was rigidly cross-exan. cd
I
should be at his home,
'l'lie place he had
counsel plied Imr with inlinite a id ingi
ranging with kind-hearted Ml. .Ianpies. chosen was where the Mowers
and
grew
The hermit was ready to do more than
ions questioning: but she v.iri.l hum i
lie urged that the the bees and bird- and the sunshine came tirst statement in nothing
was asked of him.
lads should e mie and slay at his cottage. lirst in spring.
The truth spoken by that little child was
l'lie hermit's wishes in regard to hi
The hoy departed, and soon returned j
sublime. Falsehood and perjury bad piv
with his comrade. They brought a knap- j last resting plan w ere complied with. ! ceded her testimonv
l'iie pri-un ii I
sack lull of trout, and a l iile. The elder The funeral was upon the Sabbath : and a intrenched himselt in lies, till he d'-eiie I
was omitted, in
at
the
settlement
service
himself impregnable. Witne--'- bad I
boy was also dressed in blue; he was order that the
people might assemble at sitied facts in hi- favor, and ti day h a
grave and sedate.
It, was esteemed fortu- marnttactured for him :i -iiam
1 i•
The young talkers made it lively at the the hermitage.
nate that tlie missionary-pastor was makBut before her testimonv lalsi h.I w
cottage, dumpies had not heard such muwife in
sic there lor many a dreary day.—not ing his round, traveling with his
scattered like chaff. The little eh
the bright, summer weather, along the whom a mother had
since the pic-nic, three years Indore.
prayed for sire::.;'
roads
to the settlement ill the wilderness.
to be given to her to speak the truth iThe boys looked at the bees and the
to
the
that
came
‘■'abbath.
meeting
was before Hod, broke the imming d-.
flowers, and the voittiger one explored all They
at the little clearing in the woods.
es ot matured villainy [o pieces athe surroundings of tile place. Will, tlm
pottei
l'lie missionary-pastor was a venerable vessel.
The slrength that Ini m al
elder, sat with Jacques and conversed
who
had
seen serv ice in the cause of
man,
ibi in.
pray ed for was given her. and tin
ipiietly ol the news ot the day. The con- Ids Master in
many lielils. 11i.-. wile w is a and terrible simplicity
terrib e to the
The lio\
versation turned upon hooks.
well
the
woman,
tail,
digquiet
bearing
and his associates--with wb
was well intormed.
of age.
The silver was thickening prisoner
she spoke, was like a rev e.ati •• 11
“You are a .student,” said Jaeipies. nity
were
still
lu-r
features
in her hair, but
himself.
•When t was young. I too had some
moulded and she. retained
schooling; in my solitude 1 still find in symmetrically
her queenly tread.
The Most Deadly Disease,
reading my chief enjoyment and solace."
The pastor spoke Irom the door of the
And then Jacques produced a worn volume
d
The most deadly aeut
while
the women were within, and
cabin,
of Milton's l’oems, and read, in a slow,
a
congregation of men was upon the out which the people of the Ftilted S1
measured manner, a part of the poem beI'ln-••
side.
to-day sulTuritig is piieumo.'.n
ginning at mail’s first disobedience, that
the pastor's wife manifest so not less than goon eases it this ...
did
Why
and
all our
brought death into our world
n
Mi
much interest in the cabin and the tilings the city of New York a
woe.
there S’ She observed the hermit’s furni- nearly down with it who do not u-pe. t
The old man became confidential with
ea
a by
.age
.Viter the .sermon, and these can bring it
ture and his hocks.
the sober, scholarly lad. “1 know a litTon minutes on a -iiv, i
when then- was a little stir in arranging of indiscretion.
“ot
the
said
1
tle,”
Jacques, humbly,
great before burial, sin- ventured to lift a worn corner it. llu* cold wind : a
gla— ••! In a
world in which you live, and of literary
and
table
>
1’oems
Irom
the
to
or whisky
ite
ho
<u
of
Milton’s
irs,
copy
men and fame; my grandfather was a
What was it upon tin My-lcat at night; an evening in a badly cut;:
her side
writer for the press in Trance.” And then
a little Mush to her face?
elnuvh or theatre—-any of tlie-n um p
that
Jacques, with dillidenee and embarrass- Only brought
mit the latent disease to manifest ii-. ;
these tailed words, written in an u.iment, confessed that in the long, silent
The disease attacks the lung- >ut
fonned. girlish hand, “Happy New Year
horns, just to amuse his thoughts, he had
a iiito Mr. Jacques, ls-jit."
as generally supposed, a spi*. i.
himself composed a few lines, and had
• \.
There is very
Soon the arrangements were made, and eonsuniption.
were
not
in
them
memory.
much, the
They
to the country cus- oration in pneumonia, in many < ases n
according
people,
he said, but they gave him something to
tom, passed in tile by the coMin and look- at all. '['he cold settles
think about, and imparted to bis solitary
It was noticed that the pas- air passages till up with mu u-. r I if
ed their last.
hours a certain pleasure.
it.
tor's \\ ib- wept, and placed a Mow or Irom is due to the impossibility of 1 n
lie
“1 am not skilled m punetuaLnni,
the garden upon the breast ol the aged or to the weakness which the d;-.
so
“and
in
his
uuall'eeted
remarked,
way,
brings on, as cautious dieting i- tie -es-ar
I have never written them down.” As sleeper.
in
l'lie services were over. The body ol When the trouble in tin* lungs i- ova
the two became more acquainted, the old
,d
had been committed t“ the patient is often left in so low
Ilenjsman
Jacques
man blushing a little, repeated a poem of
l'lie pastor observed tion that it is impossible to make him
its kindred dust.
his own, and the young student jolted it
If is a rather singular phi.i-e of 11
that his wile trembled as iie aided her to 1V.
The
down in cipher in his note-book.
iV.is
into tiie stout buggy which was his deadly disease that the percentage
hermit was greatly pleased at t It is, and get
\\
d men
As the line ol wagons es is as four to one in lavs
traveling
carriage.
as
bis
smiled with a simple, honest pride,
Ihi
liled along the road under the trees, ‘lie men very seldom .sutler trim it
words were read back to him to see that
said in his kindest tone, “My dr; r, may be due to the greater exposure to
all was right. Jacques was correct in pastor
which men arc subjected, audio the m■
were very much atVooted by the seryou
saying that the lines were not very much vices to-day." The wile placed her hauu sedentary lile of women, vv ho do c t -u:
They were evidently inspired by .Milton's tenderly upon her husband’s arm and reti'om sued constani cnanges amt sncii
Paradise lost, and treated of the same
“It is the same man. Joseph. I was si, ks to the lungs. The bc-t preventi\,
plied,
all
With
their
theme.
rudeness,
great
ae-piainted w ith Mr. Jacques when 1 was against pneumonia is to keep lb nci.i
however, they revealed the native gran- a
closed when going lrom a hot place t
\onng girl in Salem."
deur ot his soul, and 1 would tain believe
b
cold, and breathe through the nose
that they retleeted in some degree the
comes like a Hash ot lightning: there
of Sun FranI’
General
Joint
ol
that
them.
the
Miller,
epic
great
inspired
light
no preparation or means ol averting ii
As the sun was going down, the hoys cisco, while in the l-nion service at LibOne may go to bed healthy, to all appi n
-III1,
on
the
ot
and Jacques sat in the cottage door.
Tennessee,
July,
erty Gap,
auees, and wake up with the disease
“You cull each other Will and George,” ISti;!, received a bullet in the eye and was full blast. Then it is
a i|iie»tion ■
of
the
wound.
said Jacques, “hut, it 1 may ask, what are expected to die
Though constitution. Medicalsimply
skill avails but 1
his ife was spared lie never entirely reyour full names?”
tic, and physicians porstte but one »nr-<
The boys gave their names and the covered : tin' injured eye has often suffer- -r-to
keep the patient in a warm e.|U t
ed neuralgic pains and ol late the whole
names of their father.
to give remedie- a- nee a
What was it that made Jacques tremble one threatened to become weak through temperature;
ek t
to clear the lungs, and t-1
possible
lie
consulted
Dr.
so
?
noticstill
Tne
remain
and then
(iruening,
boys
sympathy:
1 he p
the proper animal heal
keep
up
his
San
Francisco
and
worst
ed the agitation and the silence, but they a
surgeon,
tieut ordinarily partly loses eonsciousni
The only resort
knew no cause. By degrees the conver- tear-.* were continued
on the third day, and the cri.-i- is tva, in ,1
sation was resumed. A half-hour passed which offered itself to save the sound eye on the seventh. It not dead then, there
was to subject the other to an operation.
away.
a small chance of recovery, and all dc
Jacques said to Will, as il casually, About a week ago the (ieueral consented pends on the strength of the patient.
inAn
to
is
the
the
doctor's
that
“Your lather
proposition.
missionary-pastor
adopt
Pneumonia is far more tatal \\ tth ustha i
recently came to this region and visits the cision was accordingly made, and the eye- it was years ago. We may attribute the
ball was raised, liehind it was a dark
settlement sometimes ?”
increased mortality from this disease to
Will replied in the affirmative. The con- substance which, upon examination, prov- multitude of causes.
Alcohol give- 111
versation turned again to other matters. ed to be the tapering cud of an Kntield disoti.se more victims than till else. (tthci
An liour later Jacques said to Will, “You ritle-ball. The ball had adhered to the causes are
steam-heating devices, had venfavor your father iu your looks, 1 sup- bone in one place and was fast in its tilation, and tobacco smoke. Tne devital
instrument
the
to
place; but as it yielded
pose.”
ized heat of the steam pipe is most injur“Yes, so they say,” replied Will, smiling it was speedily extracted The eye was ious to the lungs. The action ol the lie.,t
in
left
was
then dressed, and the General
at the old man’s curiosity.
on the iron coils semis otV a deleterious g iThe ball was
“But he is not like your father,” said a eomlortable situation.
which seriously impairs the lungs, and
lound to weigh just one ounce.
Jacques pointing to George.
renders the inhalation of cold air positive
“he
is
“No,” said Will, unconsciously,
Tobacco smoke dries up
ly
The Empress Josephine was very fond thedangerous.
like mother, they say-.”
mucous membrane ot the throat and
ot
musk.
all
Her
Why was the old man so quiet? Why of perfumes, and above
air passages, and dispels their act ion. A i
did his voice tremble when he spoke? •dressing-room at Malmaison was tilled cohol
destroys the power of the stomach,
The boys noticed how humble and sad with it'm spite of Napoleon’s trequeut re- and so lessens
vitality that a simple "t old
Many years have elapsed
and subdued he seemed that evening, and monstrance.
becomes
pneumonia. I hese cauwondered why ho consulted every wish of since her death, and the present owner of speedily
ses—added to the ubsurd.custom ol bund
has
had
the
wall
ot
that
dressand
seemed to strive Malmaison
theirs so anxiously,
ling up the throat anti leaving the leet
so hard to serve them.
ing-room repeatedly washed and painted ; nearly without protection—are sutlicicnt
In spite of their expostulations the her- biit neither scrubbing, nor acquafortis, nor to account for the enormous
mortality
mit gave up his one bed to the boys. The paint has been sufficient to remove the from this disease.
brothers sat by their bed before retiring. smell of the good Empress’ musk, which
They were whispering a moment together. continues as strong as it the bottle which
Longfellow is sufferin'; severely with acute
What was it? Jacques heard the words, contained it had been but yesterday re- neuralgia, and is said to be in siteli precarious
health that he does no literary work whatever.
“George, mother said we always must,” i moved.
vast,

mysterious

ocean.

Jacques' health

—
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Boston's Groat Day. The Bunker Hill
Centennial.

the avenues named in the proThe decorations along the route
The greatest private diswere elaborate.
plays were made in Columbus Avenue,
where were also stands for .the school
children, Chester Park, Washington and
Tremont streets. Vet much was done in
tiie business section through which the
procession passed. The public buildings,
places of historic interest, the clubs and
hotels on the line of march were tastefully
faced with bunting.

through

gramme.

rhursdir- \va> all that couhl be desired,
in jmint of weather, ter the Blinker Hill
centennial at Boston. At the dawn of day
hells were rung and salutes were tired in
the ity ind towns withhi a radius ol twenty 111ii• s "i famous Bunker Hill, and the
air resounded with the general rejoicing
ii
a manner that awoke the sleepers
whether they would or not.
mr.

Will, U IS

AND

111 lUUIlil.l.s

»

1 he first sensation of the day was the
annual profession ol the Charlestown An-

that

tique-. and Horribles,
organization
has
pt up an irregular existence ever
an

a

ieee tin I .all le took significance as an
At live
lAi'iit wortln eommenioration.
,'Viork tin mock pageant began to wind
i's slow
through tin' crowded

length

fctn re ol Bunker Hill

performing purposely

precinct,

300,000

STK VXGUts.

The number of strangers in the city during the day, is estimated by parties competent to judge, at. between 300.0(H) and
:>.')0,000. About halt ot these departed
Thursday Nearly all the transportation
laeilitios of the railroads were massed to
the city for that purpose.
Long before
the procession ended, thousands of visitors rushed through the streets leading to
the depots, where they found that even
standing room in the ears, was not obtainable,

the bands

out ot tune to add

the merriment occasioned by laughable
As they gradually unfolded themselves to the gaze ol the antieipaling beholders, every form ot the possible
and the impossible greeted tin* eye, and
the prominent events ot the current year
to

developments.

lXr.KClSKS AT THE

In consequence of the

MONUMENT.

in starting
the procession the commemorative exerwere caricatured in a manner that hardly
cises at the monument were begun at a
Hit room for improvement in an artistic much later hour than was intended. It
\ lew
fhe procession was a quarter of was not till six o'clock that the large auan hour in passing a gixen point, and
dience in the mammoth tent erected on
proved tlie most -atisfactory as well as the hill was called to order, and in consethe larfe-t ol the kind ever witnessed in
quence of the lateness of he hour the exBo-ton"
ercises were curtailed in a measure. Itevs.
Lulus Kills and Philips Brooks acted as
iwioiris lKMi'i .u:.
mi
A

chaplains

fie llii hmond ( ommandert of Knights
templar. escorted by I *o Molav fom-

delay

number

of

appropriate

hymns
sung. The oration was delivered by tieii. Charles Devens, jr. whocoiiol
Bo
visited
the
Monument
ton.
juamlery
to a grapliie description
rounds early in the loreuoun as guests of tiiietl hi remarks
and an eloquent appeal
the i o in ih- i.ion (’ommandery ol l 'harles- ot the battle
burial ot all political animosities
loH'n.
I'he oeeasiou was significant as a for the
Mr. Ceorge
bv tlie late war
he o'llell reunion of representative bodies engendered
ol Bunker
ol the South and North on the mil sacred \\ asliington Warren, president
Bill Monument As-oeiation, gave an his
to lhe nation
torieal sketch of the soeiety, closing lie
mi

i;.\mi

were

i;i vlhi

remarks by introducing Ceil. Sherman.
In the course ot his speech the Ceneral
stated that that day’s pageant surpassed
anything of the kind he had ever seen.
While the review of his army in Washington at the close ot the war exceeded its numbers, yet it was lacking in
inanv cl the attractive I •attires of to-day's

1 lie tirst features ot marked interest in
the eily proper wa Hie parade review by
in"
(i.iston and intited guests of the
tale and eily ot the entire body ot militia,
home and visaing and at the State house.
.Mai ,r Hen I! 1
Butler commanded and
the-dispkty ot nearly Hi,000 troops, 7,000
of which Were Ma-saelniselts regiments,
was

\ erv

and besides there was a lack
the spontaneous enthusiasm which characterized the entire march ol to-day
Succeeding Con. Sherman, Cow- llartI
I'anlt of Pa.. Beadle of N.
Ingersoll ol
Conn,, 1 tingley of Me., and \ ice President
Wilson made short addresses.
Speaker
Blaine and Senator Berry were among the
Carkuess
distinguished people present
eatt-ed an abrupt termination of exercises
und the audience was dismissed with benediction.

ui

i'ia

I !n' tormalion ol tlir

>ci

mu 'N

grand procession

<n'k if great magnitude, ami li.trilI any account wa without its
the pageant in preparation
During the entire inornirig the streets
through which the procession was to pass
vvere roped oil'at 8 A. -Vami im vehicles
allowed in them during tiic entire day.
1 he populace increased very last as the
trio ns divisions arrived, each succeeding
train on the railroads bringing thousands
I he grain! review at the
upon thousands.
Mate Ilmisc, though magnificent in itself,
hardly e ’inpenMled Joi the delay il caused
to the main body, ami impatient waiters
were not slow
iii denouncing the authorities tor detaining the troops, which were
the main attraction of the day, so long.
I he weather held tine, a refreshing breeze
from tile north west prevailed to lake oil'
tlie effect ol the sun's rays, and the sun
itsell for a good portion ol the time w.tobseured by thin but not threatening
clouds, which proved a boon to spectators
as well as troops, who when they entered the procession at half-past lr’. had been
mi the march five hours, and that witiiout
food. But at 1 o'clock the line was comv:,

a

u

street
t*i-(it>11 "I
a

I'm:

i vkxiv;
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within tin* your, $1.50; at
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line of inarch lor Bunker Hill
began in good form over one ol the finest
decorated routes ev er seen in the country,
t he lir-t company of Cadets of Boston
acled aly guard to (lov .Gaston. (Jen.
Butler's body guard was the second company nt Salem. The General's charactere i aappearance and readiness to acknowledge the greetings of the populace, kept
him m constant responses to the greetings
along fie entire route. The Kigiifh Mastehu-ett- Hegiinent, which in lsCl, joined with the Seventh New York in opening
tin- road to Washington, looked well in
their dark blue uniforms with white trimming- The Sixth Uegiment, which lost
-i'\er.ii men in it passage through Baltimore in
ImI I, came next.
The Second
ixleen guns, and the unattachArtillery
ed cavalry brought up the real of tlif
brigade flic l-i brigade, commanded
by tien 1 S. Barrett was led off by the
'•ili lleginieni, and included the 'Third
irngimeiit. the tir.-l Kegimenl, the secul battalion ot infantry (colored), the
l-ii! Tight Artillery, and the cavalry lr.itallinn.

long

a

CKX. HIV HIGH 1.1.1

IN

HUSTON.

a

ETOK.

In advance, $'1.00 n year;
tin* expiration of the year,

Aovkktisino TUhms. For one square, (one inch
of
in column,) $1.23 for three weeks, and 23
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.

length

The old

kowki.l
Co.. 40 Park Bow, New
4fcirtJi:o.
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
i heir orders will receive prompt
the lowest rates,
attention.
4bgr~HoitA< k Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
&

as

follows:

“We pray the

Lord,

if our

The

SCBSCKIBF.BS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Otlice to which
tile paper ha> been sent as well us the one to which
it is to go.

IilSl'l.Vl

OF

TRADESMEN.

The trades formed the last division, under Levi L. Willcutt. This was very long
and ot exceeding interest, every form of
an advertisement being resorted to by the
Therfe were about
several contributors.
700 teams drawn by neatly 2000 horses
and many ol the devices were well conceived and carried out. The iurniture manufacturers made the largest and richest
display ; the glassblowers the most unique;
the llorists the most elaborate; brewers
the most ponderous.
UF.CAl'ITL LATI jN.

The procession was four hours and ten
minutes passing a given point, and was
estimated to be. ten miles in length. The
route, which was six miles long, was

Now, when I see this magnificent demonstramy eyes look on yours, beaming with
kindness and heart-felt good will toward me
and mine, I feel that hereafter, if foreign or domestic foes threaten our common country,
Massachusetts and Virginia, California and
Florida would shout with one voice, “if they
desire to light, let them have enough.” (Great
applause.) 1 may be pardoned, if I recall to
your minds that, in those days of darkness,
when the clouds of war enveloped your commonwealth, my state of Virginia sent right here
into your midst him who, in the language of my
grandfather, was “First in war, first in peace,
and first in tlie hearts of his countrymen,”
whose character in the language of Andrew
Jackson, cannot he too profoundly studied, and
his example too closely followed. Washington
appeared here ill your midst, brought order out
of confusion, and saved our country. I thank
you, ladies and gentlemen, most cordially for
the manner in which you have received me.

tion, when

t

Applause.)
Wagner

and Gordon.

time changes all things! A former
dealer in the “ardent" now has charge of our
street sprinkler, and pours out “Adam's Alov
instead of the former more potent

who never

men

the

At

from windows and

balconies,

Young.
A meeting ot the teachers and educators of
this county was held at Hancock Hall on Friday
afternoon, for the purpose of forming a Founts
Educational Association. Owing to the Morin
of that day only about tiff\ were present, but

Bos-

guests.

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. Fur instance,
1j May I, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SL BSCB1 Bl’.KS ABF
Bl-Dl ,'FslKD IUSFF I'll AT i'll FIB 1>A 1 FS A BF
CuBBI'l I'.
Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

these

very earnest in the cause, and the
meeting was a most interesting one. Prof. (1.
r. Fletcher, Principal of the Eastern Maine
Normal School, was chosen President of the

Ami those guests remembered a century
a nillian Ioreign .soldiery inso-

ago, when

lently paraded the streets ot Boston, anil
tin1 bayonets ol king < ieorge were at the
throats ol the

people,

that the

<

south hurried to the aid of Massachusetts.
Airln --ending nione;-, state I'll F PUS 1 UFFlCF
to

wliich the

imiier

Governor,

for

from

Oil ARLES W. ROBERTS.

Virginia and

ol

men

llmn-or.

of

opening

the most

on

of the

stood shoulder

congralu-

of lrtTb.

ol the

The

to

thanking find that he

»ino tons

kind, hut
so

1 bus it has chanced that these

looked upon one so full,
enthusiastic and so thoroughly pervad-

by

that

spirit and determination which

significance.
not

And with the

year at Philadelphia, it is believed, will
vanish almost the memory of tin- evil
days agone, and leave only the reality of

animated bv the one purpose ol rebuking
and overthrowing the destructive misrule
in State and Nation.

how of Portland has been secured

sight would have reinforced and giv- happy.
en impetus in the
Mr Hale, in his speech before the colpopular mind to the
declaration ot sound principles set forth lection of oilice holders which nominated
in the platform. The contrast with the <>en. Conner at Portland the other
day,
1‘ortland gathering of the previous week, saw more awlul
things coming than did
more

members were
tor their

than three-fourths of the
salaried officials working

in oflice, was such
that the dullest could not fail to recognize
its force. Everything was indicative o! a
great and growing organization, pressing

might get into power, lie feared, il
lance was not exercised, and when
do, this is the way they

itiAi. chaik ok

Maine.

The European and North American
Railroad Co. found itself in so much linancial trouble last week as to be unable to
meet its obligations, and suspended payThe

(ieo. K. Jewett,

cial house ol' Jewett, Pitcher & Co., ot
Boston, and E. ]>. Jewett, & Co., of St.
.John, hi. B., in which he is a partner, will
be involved in the suspension until the

company’s atfairs

are

could he

adjusted.

delicate, or more
Nothing
touching, nothing more quickening to patriotic impulses, than the visit of the Marymore

agreed

fully

more

runs

investigation.

riot there.

Stealing

Mr.

I [ale’s view—
There is tin* claim tor slave property Inst bv
the emancipating war policy of Mr. i.inrnlifadministration, amounting to hundreds of millions. There i- the State debt of each State and
the immense Ueht of the States as a confederacy
and upon some or all of these, whenever tlni|Ueslion comes up of their assumption by ttic( nilcit States, the Democracy at large i- itnsouild. The snutlieru Democracy i-. and will
lie ti unit in pushing for payment.
Wo wish Mr. 11ale had gone hirtln-r, and

told

a

wondering

l idled
thus

world htir this i

The

accomplished.

to

e.institution

States lias

elan

ol

which

The

products

1 lale

seriously

|nil llii

11i:it collection ol nllieiaIs '/

a.sly

twinkle in hi

foolish slander is

the
reads

tin* editor ot

reply

the

1’rog, Age

in office

refer- to tin- author of

unpist slur upon onr ehee.se
"the jack a -s who bravs'at ns

a

through

the

writer is

one

Republican

donrnal

of the oiliest and mo -I intel-

heart, and has done much

lor its

ad-

in regar I to (ion. UoherLs and his
enthusiastic liotni lation at Augusta
It is
lull of

omens

of

coining

is

strong

in

anything it is in prophesv. W e shall
never forget ins remarkalde
foreknowledge
ef tin- tact that a vote for Robert
lie

a

had
the

heart of .Joshua

the ardent

Ihrough

got

on

were

Nye.

A

whiskey

lire am! .",000 casks of

dnstn veil,

i he

liquor

the street.

J he town ol .Jell'erson

is to celebrate

1 nurlh ol

To tli* Ftlitor oi" tlie Kt-publican .Journal
Will
you allow these tow lines a space in your valuable
in
.1
article
oi
1
an
uninoticed
your paper
paper/
tenth, in reply to an article in the Progressive Age
and
ot .June third,’asking how we iarniers
dairymen
liked it. 1 can tell you just what one ot them
thought of it. 1 think that a man that would write
such an article as that, or allow such trash as that in
the columns of his paper, is no friend to his county
I or state. It does not seem t * * me that such a man
as the editor of tin- Progressive Age could speak so
disparagingly oi the cheese factories ot our county,
for so tar they have been a success, lie speaks of
tin* bitterness of our cheese, and also oi its being
dry; thinks the milk must have been skimmed.
Mow 1 think some good old lady must have sent him
And if our
a buttermilk cheese with tansy in it.
cheese does not prove better, he says, than they did
last year, the New York and Vermont cheese will
What ails the man
drive ours out of the market.
lias he been feed in the sum of thirty-seven ami a
half cents by each state to blow (or them/ If so, he
has got wonderfully taken in. A gentleman that
lives nearer Vermont than the Monroe Factory in
which I am interested, about the time we were closing up our operations last fall, bought our cheese at
fifteen cents per pound, and stated that he had bought
New York cheese during the summer as low as nine
cents per pound. That don't, look much like a failure in ehee>e manufacturing in our
\V IN i' KI 1*0 KT.

[

.Iuly, on tin* lilth. Two orations
are lo be delivered, one
by .Miss Uuhla ID [
l.oud. and the other by I.. iU. Staples, Esq.
there will likewise lie an opening address
by Dr. .Montgomery, with other exercises.
—A drunken tool named .John S. I

laniels,

Lowell, .Mass,, shot his wile with a
pistol on Saturday, lint she will probably

ol

\ en

4('»M

sequence.
'l ie* new propeller that i- bring attic he J
the steamer Pioneer, is an improvement >v»thc old one, and it i- claimed will give iiei al *

given for the nominee.
motion of Mon. James W. Hrudhtirv, the

following resolution was adopted
Resolved, That this Coin ration rordiall\
present to the people of Maine General Charles
W. Roberts, the patriot soldier, the true Dem-

The

which is

and the honest man, a- a candidate tor
Governor of the State.
J. E. Rawson of P.mgoi here challenged the
rest of the state to poll as large an increase of
as

would

Penobscot.

bav.

mittee to inform <->

n.

at

the

i-

Pisenta»|Uis,

in
II
I

Sagadahoc,

J‘>

Somerset,
Waldo,

Pent in.in S itford ilr-*in >i dead at Rockland
Saturday morning ot heart
lion. F. W. Farley ha- -old hi--plendid farm
in Newcastle to Thaddciis Weeks, F.-tp
Tin* I’orllaiitl centennial tea party netted
aid of tin* Philadelphia •*\liihition.

Washington,

amt

Schooner Wild Rover \va driven u di i• in a
•.rail* at Truant''- Harbor. and msidt ibly

damaged.
\ patent medicine agent lvrmtlx -1i«»*K handin« t<*i
al
liills on all tin* yraxc-tonrs in tin*
M.-lrose, Mass.
<

*> 1 o

damages.

hostler named Hall stole

a

horse and

bring

in

a

list of Vice President'. Re-

solutions and members of the Slate
s

COMMIT1

\

Aroostook, I.

<

I

*

oiumittcc.

:.

Androscoggin, F. 1>. Lvford. Lewiston.
Cumberland, 1>. II. Ingraham, Pmllainl.
Franklin, L. L. Pillslmry, Farmingham.
Hancock, A. A. Lartlett, Fllsworth.
Kennebec, F. F. Pillsbury, Augusta
Knox. .1. 11. Martin, Camden.
Lincoln, R. T. Kundlett. Wiseasset.
oxford, A. S. Kimball, Watertbrd.
Piscataquis, Henry Hudson, Jr., Huilford.
Penobscot, W yatt Weed, \ ea/ie.
Sagadahoc, Ahiel Libby, Richmond.
Somerset,W. R. 4i. F>tes, Skowlievan.
Waldo, L. H. Mnreh, Lelfa-t.
Washington. L. S. Peavy, W hilin:*
\o|k, I’M will Stout*, li id* letd d.
HKSof.l HONS.
A r*»*» took, J. «
Madigan, lloulton.
AiK 11'oseoggiu. >. I >. W aketiehl, l.ewi l*m.
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the States, must be sacredly preserved from the
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d. The supremacy of tin* civ il authority in
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I.
Kqualitv of rights of all men under the
law.
5. A sound currency, coin or its equivalent,
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Woree-b r. dime .*1.
A Frenchman named
I.an -wax
-uppo-ed l»» belong in M mche-tci
N. II., wa- killed hy the Portland cxpiv
n ,iu
on tin* Woree.-ter and Na-lma road at I an* a
ter this morning.
The < ineiiinati Finpiirer thinkhave been a \ cry unhappv woman.
no other women to pas- her on the
-he might look around and re how
litted ill t lie hack
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idn* ho lt made

\ Newark girl lia-telled till* departure o|
lingerin'* yeiilleniau the other evening hv re-
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Sin h in-lanee- of honesty
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The abolition of unnecessary oiliee-. and
the reduction of salaries (including that ol tin*
President,) to a reasonable amount.
about the affair are that he afterwards shot
ilai >
10. On** term for tin* President with a
On Tuesday the regular passenger train from
himself, and will die
of #25,000.
to Lewiston was passing «piite
Ileaeli is still
evident
from
is
now
tin* Farmington
away at that
it
That
Resolved.
around a curve on a high embankment,
—If the I’rog. Age wishes to retract its unfortunate
rapidly
there
can
be
that
no
the
of
in
past,
the Beecher case. experience
jury
when the locomotive struck an ox that wareasonable hope of reform, and a restoration of
statement that city retailers sell goods
on the track, tossing him tif.een feet
When they will gel through the Lord only
under a Republican Administration, standing
prosperity
into the air. and hurling the animal like a top
lower titan those in the country, we have knows.
controlled by a Ring of oiliee holders, who are
down
the
steep embankment and doubt lc—
no
eating out the substance of the people to enrich
objection ; but to accuse us of misre—The l’inc Tree Club of Bangor,accom- themselves and their servile retainers. In con- killing him instantly.
when
its
lanexact
presentation
([noting
tempt of every pledge, they have gone on from
The jew els which tic* Khedive s>*nt o>ti‘iisiMy
panied l>y the committee to notify Cen. bad
to worse until the extravagance, profligacy
to Minnie Sl\ennan Filch, lust winter, uiv t<»
guage is rather cheeky.
Roberts of his nomination proceeded to the and corruption that mark their course are Ik* divided between tier and her two sisters.
v iewed with astonishment anfl alarm.
—An old sailor of lirew-ter, .Mass., ha- reWe beI'h* > were really designed for a family present
residence of the candidate on Tuesday lieve tin*
married a very lovely Yarmouth belle,
people demand a change.
to (ion. Sherman, but the occasion of Minnie
j ccntly
Resolved. That the Administration is hugeIfe is ninety years of age. but, lie reckons lie is evening, and tendered that gentleman a
wedding was selected to oiler them nominally
i not so old but what lie can haul a corset ju-t as serenade. The Ceneral
ly responsible tor the present depressed condi- to her. They are now said to be worth someappeared and re- tion of the country. It has held the Southern thing under
taut as lie ever could, [liiuokh 11 Argus.
#H)0,ono.
■lack may lind that the corset, can haul sponded in a neat and appropriate speech. States prostrate since the close of the war to
The American riflemen were, it appears, debe plundered by carpet-bag adventurers, preRemarks were likewise made by Hon. venting their return to
| harder than he can.
industry and prosperity, feated in a preliminary skirmish I’lnirsdav.
!
John C. Talbot, Marcellus Emery, Esip, and thereby destroying to a large extent, a W illiam Jligby of the Irish team won the DubHam
—The Rockland Opinion has an engravgreat market for Northern manufactures. It lin < 'lob challenge cop by a score of l*»-l:
of
lion. J.C. Madigan and Bion Bradbury.
1
has, by adverse legislation and vitiated cur- i I Lon of the Irish team second l.TJ: Fulton
iug of lour policemen escorting a demil
Hilder<’olom
ldl.
third,
the
team
American
rency crippled our leading interest as a shiphe is satisfied with tin* performjohn of rum lo the station. We wonder
building State, and driven from the ocean a sleeve statesmen.
IIow They Feel About It.
large portion of the mercantile marine engaged ances of the
if tiie officials really do have such learful
in the Foreign Commerce of the country.
Mr. Haines of lliddelord, son of the late AuWashington, June 18. Ail ol the Baltiami wonderful legs as it represents?
Resolved. That the people of Maine, sufferHaines, Ksip, showed us yesterday
gustine
more and
Washington papers to-day have ing under the burden of oppressive taxation, morning the ring which was once owned by
A temperance lecturer told a Rockland an
Nademand
reform'
in
the
State
as
well
as
the
editorials warmly praising the celebration
Mrs. Madison, and on the occasion of tin* t’entlieuee that "cider is the devil's kindling w ood."
of yesterday and commenting in the high- tional administration, ami return to tin.* econ- tennial Tea Party was worn by Mrs. tieorge
When he gets better acquainted with
omy of the Democratic administrations of form- T. Davis. Mrs. Madison presented the
est terms on the generous treatment of the
ring to
er days.
ex-President Pierce, who at his death willed it
the old chap, he will learn that his lire is southern visitors
Resolved. That the Democracy of Maine to Mr. Haines. The ring is a heavy gold one
by the people of Boston.
not raked up at night., and that no kindlings One of them expresses the
feeling here, appeal to all honest men, without regard to w ith blood-stone setting, under which is a little
when it concludes an article by saying: party names or past differences of opinion, Inaid of hair from the heads of Washington
are needed.
unite and Jackson.
[Portland Press.
“This hand-to-hand reunion of north and who concur in the foregoing principles to
with them in the effort to secure their triumph—Sheriff' Tony has received tin' warrant south in the old ‘Cradle of
The Journal says that on
Liberty’ on such
Resolved. That the eond net of the Admin
Thursday Iasi,
lor the execution ol Lowell, the Lewiston cordial terms will do more to restore good istration in setting up by the bayonet in a while H. (i. Abbott, Ks<p, of Yassalhoro, was
absent
Irom home, a rough looking stranger
than whole years of argument or Soverigu State a government having no title
wife murderer, on the 30th of July.
It is feeling
hall called at his residence and told the man in
declamation.”
A distinguished ex-Con- to authority, and injentering a legislationmemout
that
Mr. Abbott told him to call and get
and
charge
with armed soldiers,
dragging
said, however, that there is a strong prob- iederate officer, alter
reading the report bers elected by the people, is a daring outrage, one of his grey horses, which were near the
of
a
commutation
of
the
sentence.
of the celebration, sprang up with the ex- that should unite
the land in
barn in a small pasture. The man refused,
ability
every patriot in
from power the ac- stating that lie had no orders to deliver horses;
—The Aroostook Pioneer publishes the clamation, “Cod bless Massachusetts! Aly the common effort to drive
civil
libthe
a
crime
against
stranger then asked a halter and made for
heart is made large enough to take in the tors in so dangerous
the stable. The man in charge then forbid him
names ol hard cases among its subscribers,
whole state.” Southern men are particu- erty.
Resolved. That the bold attempt ot the Ad- proceeding, and he made his way oil. When
with the amount of the bills, which it ot- larly jubilant over the fraternal
greeting ministration to force through Congress at the Mr. Abbott returned it was found he had givcu
brethren.
no such permission.
extended
their
recent sessiou a Bill authorizing the suspenfers for sale at a discount
recover.
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Age goes (rom bad to
worse, in slandering the farmers of Waldo.
I'he I’.ango.- Whig is manifesting groat

vancement.
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Washington,

I'he

ligent tanners of the Comity, a man who
has always had the interest,; of agriculture
at

(», \V Hall, llennoti: ii 11.
Tolman, Peer Isle.
On motion of .Mr. Triekey of ( ape I !Ii ^;il*.*i l
tin* State ( ommittee wort- appointed a < uimniito* oil Credentials, and -ul»s»*«ju.*ntIn reported
whole number pre-ent. t»l*» from tin* followin’*.
Wiseasset

Stanley,
Spaulding,

to it

factories,

li. F. Sweet,

Androscoggin,

another term l'1’
—The

Secretaries.

as

Whole number of votes,
Necessary for a choice,
( liarles W. Roberts,
John C. Talbot,
Edmund Wilson
Charles E. Clifford.
Ira T. Drew,

wore1

their execution, that there will be no more bad cheesimade in Waldo county. Hear him brag ot his great
exploit! “We have received the thanks of many oi
\ it
tin- intelligent farmers, who are prominently iden
*
And
tilled with the enterprise in the county. * *
Arot)s|ot»k, Willard (Hidden, Woodland.
we have n>> doubt that the quality of that made this
Philo < lark. Timid
year will he equal to that from abroad.” He sa>> in
4 umberland, W
<.. 1 >a i>, Portia ml.
ins lust issue that his other piece was only a friendly
Franklin, 4L Wr. Clark, N. \ iueyard.
criticism, and the inteltiyent farmers thank him for
I don’t believe that any intel
it.
I don’t believe it.
Ilaneoek, 4J W lilting, t u-dine.
Kennebec, Col. 4.L W
ligent farmer that was interested in any of the nine
factories that were in operation last year in the
So. Tliomu*tou.
Knox, llenrx
county will thank an editor for publishing to the
Lincoln, S. W. Jackson, Waldohoio.
world that they skim their milk, and make second
oxford, W H. Talbot, Amlover.
and third rate cheese that will not sell in market.
Piseatatpiis, Owen 4 base, Sebec.
I believe rather that tin- intelligent farmers of Waldo
Penobscot, Rufus W orks, < arm. I.
county, who have patronized and fed the editor ot
the Age so long and so well, will all sav, it they
Sagatlalioek, A. J. Fuller, Lath.
Somerset, S. S. Lrown, I'aiitiel.l.
-peak what they all think and feel), “Cursed be tinWahlo, I.. I. I »oe, Lurnbani.
dog that bite- the hand that feeds him.” It he inot a stupid blockhead, he must know that his art pm I.
1». J. OMell, I
ticle of the tenth inst. is calculated every way toLMnois.
York, James R.
injure us, and nothing more or less.
(Mi motion of Hon. J. (
Talhut ii wa- \<»(«*< 1
“Friendly criticism!” Yes, criticism with a vengence. You can scarcely take up a paper this side that all resolutions offered l*\ member- ot the
of New York without seeing comments from his
“friendly criticism” about tin- skim milk cheese of Convention be referred to the ( *»mmittc on
Waldo county. If you go on board the cars, or
Resolution^, without debate.
amongst strangers any where, if tin* county of
until 1 o'clock.
Waldo happens to be spoken of, they will say,
\\ by, this is tin- place where so much poor, hard,
\l I KKNOnX.
skim milk cheese is made, we should not like to
(•eii. ArnkTsivii announced tin- alien.lain
*»!
One will say, '•* I
come here to buy our cheese.”
bought my cheese there last year, on the reeommeu
M l*. Fdgetumb »f Saco, a ^ derail n| NO \<aidution of the officers of the Dairymen’s Association
son of a Kevolut ionary soldier who had alw a\
ot that county, and I found it as good as that of New
York or Vermont.’- Another will remark that Invoted the Democratic ticket.
Three cheers
dues not understand how a local editor can dare ineii him and an in\ it at ion to a -cat upon
were
sert such statements in his paper, if not true. He
must be an ass to assert In bis paper that the farmthe Mage.
Mr. Bradburv from the Committee
ers of his own county skim their milk, and make
none but bad cheese, ii it is not so.”
on Resolutions reported a- follows:
farmers
of
brother
so
it
Well, iuy
Waldo,
is; and
The Democratic party of Maine renew their
I, lor one, think that Mr. Bust will find out in the
of allegiance to the great principle*, t h * \
< nd that iiis great gun that he hit the jack with is
believe to be essential to the Mieee.--ln! adminlike that of lludihrus, doing execution at noth ends;
and the dead ass lie** at the breech of his piece.
istration of the government.
I XIiv.
1. The Constitution of the I'nited stat»*-

lortli to

u

indignant farmerthe Progressiva* Age, I see,

proud of his grout shot with ids skim-milk gun. He
not only behoves he has hit a jackass, but thinks the
charge so well directed, or the shots so effectual in

Or was there

keep

appointed

Jesse ( rossinan, a former resident of 15elta-!
a well known stage proprietor‘and hoi-.*
dealer, died in Boston last week.

follows—

as

000 in

following named gentlemen

the rounds of

is

from another

;

more, and

travelling

coming from a paper of this
is likely to do great harm t<>
and
locality,
The
tin* cheese makers .»! the county.
Age hav ing replied t«» the former communication of our correspondent l nity, we
give below his rejoinder, and also a letter

tin* press

be

■ ■

once

lYog. Age that the
of tin* cheese factories in Waldo

inferior, and that the milk is skimmed,
excites a good deal of indignant comment.
That
It would be strange if it did not.

eye which -mi. 1 |.> those
N ever mind
]ii liars oft he ad ministration
the absurdity, liny ; it will do to humbug
them with

Slander.

are

—

1 »i<I All

Skim-Milk

The statement ot the

The \ :L11«iit \ of Hit* I'lllilir <|i*Iii of tile 1 ill'to.I
Slates, authorized hy law, iiicludimr debts iu• unvd
in suppressing inaim-elion :nnl ivhelIion, shall not he questioned. Tail neither the
l nited Suites nor an\ State shall assuin or
pay
any debt or obligation ituairred in aid of insurreetion or rebellion against the t’niled Slates,
or an\ claim for the lovs or
emancipation of any
slave: hut all such debts,ohli^iti-m ainl claims
shall he held illegal and void.

president id' the company,
Esq., of Banaror, to whose
the completion of the j
investments
large
enterprise was in a great measure due, is
endorser ot the company’s paper to a large
amount, and together with the commerment.

interesting features of the occasion.
Besides the two tubs here, Washington Lugim*
No. f>. of Belfast, has signitied its acceptance of
the invitation to be present and play, and engines are expected to he here from Custine,
Bueksport, and Bangor. There are two prizes
for engines, stio and #40. The trot is to be at
tin* new park at the west end of the city. This
park has been christened “Doiiaque,'” and is
pronounced as good a one a- can he found in
The purses tor trotting aggreeastern Maim*.
VoTF.it.
gate

vigithey

to act, in

are

I lit*

the Ora-

the most

the wizard who opened his prophetic soul
to koehiel.
Those terrible Democrats

perpetuation

as

of the day.
His subject will he 'Temperance.
'The engine trial bid- fair to lie one of

the

in which

ernment

tor

united, powerful, peaceful, and

nation

a

W'e feel certain that

\cssel which

number of years.

We take issue with the resolutions adopted
by our opponents in Portland. Xav, the resolutions take issue with each other.
In one
breath they declare that taxation must be e«|ual
to be just, and in the next for a protective larili
the most unjust form of taxation.
We take ;
issue with this resolution and we take issue
with the statement made by a Maine Representative in the same convention, that the demo-!
cratic party propose to assume the rebel debt
and pay for tin* emancipated slaves. The democratic party is on record on these points, and
the man who ignores that record cither at-i
tempts to mislead the people or is gros>l\ ignorant.
The democratic part\ -lauds b\ the
constitutional amendments, and by the settlement of the ijuesUons of tie* war as it, is, and
demands now a tariff for revenue and an honest and economical administration of the gov-

completion. 'There will he fantasties in the
morning, a grand parade in the forenoon, an
oration and dinner, a trial of engines as soon
a- dinner, then a horse-trot, and the whole ends
with a grand ball in the evening. Hon. Neal

Centennial of next

grand

a

honesty.

The preparation.- for the coining celebration
hen- on the full of July arc rapidly approaching

future mark

the republic’s indepeople’s reconciliation.

ol a

largest

years
past
little to do with the government of the State,
but shaped its destiny in tin* outset and built it
up from a feeble province into a magnificent
commonwealth.
They call us Bourbons. the
speaker continued, they say we have learned
nothing and forgotten nothing.
The word Yankee was once applied as a term
of reproach to a little band of men who resisted the oppression of a great nation. That term
of reproach has now become the proud title of
every American citizen, and we may convert
the epithet Bourbon into a political watchword
which shall be a sign of victory. We have hut
little to learn from the republican party of the
present day, and have never forgotten that public officers are trustees whose lirst duty is to
the people and not to themselves.
The democratic party has never elected a
president who cousorted with dim Fisks and
Boss .Shepherds, nor a congress whieh plundered the national treasury, nor officers who were
accused ol burglarious entry into public depositories, for the purpose* of destroying evidence
of fraud. We have learned nothing of republican misrule an»l forgotten nothing of democratic

be launehed in the fall, and one large vessel of
about TOO tons, at the yard of 1. M. < irant, which
will not probably be launched until next spring.

patriotic

the era ot

only
pendence, but

made up of intelligent farmers, mechan
ics, business and professional men, and

will in

They

tin*

If ill. and Boston parties. Two other vessels
ar<‘ on the storks here, one a schooner of 12u
tons, at tin* yard of Abraham Lord, which will

observances of tin: events of the nation’s
birth are fraught with a new and grand

\Ve
go so far toward assuring success.
wish every fair minded man in the State
could have looked upon that convention—

is

Site i** to be commanded by (apt.-Nelson
of Kockland, and is owned by him, the Messrs.

the fact.

never

burthen, and

lias been built in tlii- cit \ for

lived to realize

ha

-afternoon

burUentine in process of construction
at the yard of Messrs. If. M. A B. Hall will be
lauuclie.l on the .“>d of July.
She will be about

campaign
Convention at Augusta on Tuesday was precious beyond computation. And ivcenvy
not the man w ho can read ol it, without
one that di.l good to the heart of every

conservative present. It was a rousei.
W e have attended man}' gatlierings of the

yesterday

large

A

shoulder, and, remembering tliis. again clasped the handsel friendship. The occasion that bears such fruit is

auspicious

tire

on these premises during the present season. The loss p slight. probably not more than #2o0.

Massachusetts looked

days

"light

a

This makes the third lire

tin-

recent strile to the time when their lather-

The Democratic State Couventiou,

latti themselves

strange that

the dark and troubled

beyond
I lie 1 h-moerats ot Maine can

It is not

w:c

i.‘■quida\ ), near the steam mill ot Mc*.-r>. Hopkin-. M. Donald, A Co. It caught between a
stable and a dryhouse connected with the mill.

to aid Ma-saehusetts in the

Virginia

day of her trial.

ommittcr.
There

palmetto and the pine stood fast together tnen. Some of tin- guests born the
name and the lineageoftle.se who marc hed
I he

sent.^tTtf

l-

were

Association, and the authorit\ to call another
meeting wa- left in the hands of an Executive

ol the

men

the

to the State Convention
chosen: Arno Wiswdl. Daniel F. Kppes,
Levi B. Wyman, Hamilton Joy, John B. Jiedman, A. A. Bartlett, Robert Derry. Monroe

to their southern

greeting

ton's summer

Democratic caucus

were

South Carolina,
wreaths which tell
were

a

spirit.
Saturday night,

following delegates

and

showering

on

Truly,

which met them.
cheers which saluted the men of

warm

and

Batts & Lotkt. 34 Park Bow, New York,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements
lor the Journal.

A Thomaston special to the Press says land Filth to the soldiers and sailors’ monboth Wagner and Gordon still protest ument at Charlestown
Wednesday. A
their innocence. Wagner is still confident
a lloral shield laid upon the
march,
quiet
that he will not be hung and his bearing
is not materially changed since notified of memorial'pile, a dirge, a simple, soldierthe decision of the Court. He has been ly salute; that was all.
Hut it was applaced in solitary confinement. Gordon is propriate,
be long reand
will
graceful,
despondent and seems to have abandoned
all hope. No one is allowed to see or membered. [Boston Advertiser.
converse with them
except the warden of
—The charges of fraud and corruption in
the prison and clergymen.
the Indian Department at Washington are
The Rockland lime manufacturers have
sustained by
U> let the kilns burn out and burn no
lime at present. The market is glutted.

the West Branch. The drive oil this
river is left at Jordan's Bridge, in Mariaville.

greeting

Maryland. Virginia

are

tor and

the Boston Ancient and Honorable Artillerv, eommandetl by Major General Banks,
l'lie latter organization has just celebrated
its HuStli anniversary, immediately following were guests to whom Bostonians
ties!red to do the honors of a revived
brotherhood ; the Washington Light Intanand the Norfolk
try of Charleston, S.
Artillery Blues, the former having fifty
men and the latter
sixty-live men in the
Tanks. Their recognition all along the
route was one continued ovation.
Then
came the Boston and Worcester school
regiments, the various benevolent and sGrret
societies, the army and navy veterans, the
Grand Army posts, total abstinence and
miscellaneous organizations.

those

stepped

warmth ol the

■

stance

most of all. a

upon the soil of New England had their very souls stirred In the

..

carriages containing the ora- enemies are desirous to tight, us, to give them
chaplains ot the day, followed by lighting enough, and if there are more on their
mirnberless veteran organizations, nearly way aeross.the sea, we pray Time, O, Lord, to
sink them to the bottom of it."
Laughter and
all antedating the revolution, including
applause.)

The river-drivers from the Fast Branch arrived last week, being about ten days behind

of each other—that elec-

before

■

came

needed,

was

Thousands ot Southern

Ad.mini.stka nuts, F.xkittors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in ihe Journal will ph ase so state to the Court.

On Wednesday evening the Mayor id
IJoston gave a reception in Music Hall.
V large number ot the Southern visitors
forward to a contest of which the mornThe Hall was densely
were present.
crowded with the very elite of boston. In ing light of political victory was already
bidding welcome to the guests from the gilding its banners. From the moment
South. Mayor Cobb alluded to the dving when
applause and cheers responded to
out ot the animosities i.f the late war and
the strong and earnest address ofthe chairsaid :
••To-morrow we will dig their grave; man, to the last act ol the enthusiastic and
at the greater Centennial in Philadelphia,
harmonious session, there was not one
next year, we will heap up a mound over
word of discord.
them high as the Alleghanies; and, before
'1 he platform may be read and ponderthe day of Yorktown comes round, we
shall have forgotten that they ever exist- ed, in the vain endeavoi to lind a mistake,
ed.”
oi- llaw or delect.,
li will stand the critiVI the close ot the Mayor's speeeii. the
cism id friend or foe.
1 he resolutions
InHu taw flag of the Charleston, S. <
are pen aded by the
just and conto
the
form
kindly,
was
borne
amidst
fantry
plat
servative. spirit of Democracy- ignoring
(!o\. Huston then
tlie wifdest cheers.
welcomed the visitors to the commonprejudice, condemning hate, and invoking
wealth in a short and eloipient speech,
the broad and liberal measures of
only
which was repeatedly interrupted In the
which bear the Ijaiit. of prosper'dv
C 'ol. Andrews,
policy
the
audience.
of
applause
ot South Carolina, was then introduced,
and wellare to individual and nation.
and responded to the welcome vvh.eh hail
This convention, so-fortunate in every
mi
visiriNi, rnoiiibeen extended in behalf ot his State
At
other respect, was doubly so in tint selec1 lie vi liting guest- ol the city came the close ol his speech llie entire audience
tion of a candidate lor Governor
rose to their leet and cheered, wide the
(Jen.
next in a division commanded bv ,Ma|nr
ladies waved their handkerehie s, --the Roberts is a man
naieral lliggin
I lie 7111 New York
young enough !o hear
llixie
If ouiont, with il
with him the hopes and aspirations of
iireei ion in inarching band meanwhile playing
sin ii ii
u: i itz high ill.
iint wheeling, wa tin first to appear and
young men, and to daiul as the represenii- eiv ed r Linds ol applause at ev
At this point Cell fit/. Hugh Lee, of
cry point.
tative of that class, and yet with experi1 in greeting vv a- a perleet. ovation,
flic
Virginia, a nephew of Cen Robert L Lee,
i l Pennsylvania, in its strongly contrastand a grandson of Light Horse Harry oi ence enough ol the realitie of l ie to bear
in'.: imiDH m and heavy marching order,
the Revolution, the bosom friend ol Cen. a calm and sound judgment, lie i. an
• -11
oly followed by the ,’d Pennsylvania, Washington, was presented. Knlhiisiasm educated business
man, who understands
in light ni'der, vv ‘‘re warmly wcleonied, now rose to the wildest
pilch as the great the sources of our- tale's
the tattered battle flag borne in the ranks
prosperity, and
cavalry leader stood modestly bowing his
<-1 tin
the mean by which they are lobe cultilatter receiving ri -peellitl recogni
I
nivei
sal
acknowledgements.
applause
I lie -mailer bodies, including the rose, like the tumult ot the sea, from the vated and made In av ail the
lion
most to our
W a-hingtoil Gray.- ol Philadelphia, tin* vast audience.
With one motion the men
lie i
in
people,
thoroughly
sympathy
: late l'enci de
of Philadelphia, the Provi- rose to their
feet, threw their hat: in fIn- with
progress, enterprise and improve.t• i,i
Bight infantry. the lliltvei Guards air, and yelled until they were hoarse.
of Hartford, the Bight Infantry ot Wash- The ladies in the
galleries, flushed with ment in every direction bv vv Inch the conington mil the Philadelphia city troop* excitement, waved their handkerchief* ditions ol the people may be bettered,
■■u
marked demonstrations lor their and
clapped their delicate hands. Such lie i an honest man. whose record the
II a a
jo outh! ami excellent bearings, i 'lie was the welcome that boston gave t,>
scrutinize in the vain enah Maryland infantry dosed up liund- the
grandson of Washington's eulogist. opposition may
'■llilev the left of this division,
the last When
ijiliet was at last restored. Cen. Lee deavor to find a stain. In the war ol the
legitnenl i- evidently the fav orite vv illi spoke as billows:
rebellion he was a soldier, whose promptBoston peojile
Mr. Mayor and Ladies and (ienllemeu: I ness,
lidelity and conspicuous courage won
Ilialik you tortile most cordial welcome von
lUSTIXUl I -iri.i) Cl ksts.
for him repeated praise from superiors and
have extended to my comrades and myself. I
i iV" r-..inptmii
ul the Nth I'. S. Arlillecame here with the Norfolk
Light Art!lien
< • i]iniiuii(!<-i 1 I)\
Bret et Major Generals Lines, a Confederate organization, whose guns the reward of high rank. Can anything
Rich and Arnold, acted as escort to (Ml. have roared upon main a hard height Held. As more be desired i n a candidate ? ( an litter
Henry Sililey's division, wliieh comprised we arrived before your city, this afternoon, and ipialities adorn an occupant ofthe Goviliecitv and State governments, with their were •.learning up your beautiful harbor, the
lirst Holes that reached me from a hand of ernor's chair ?
respective gue.-K Boston Imd for guests music sciii lo meet, me were of that good old
In tin; support of (Inn. Roberts hi
the Mayoi's el' New York, Philadelphia, tune called, ‘‘.Yuid Lang Syne." and I felt 1 was
Manehe-ter, N. II, Wilmington, J>el., not going lo lio-ton, but that 1 was returning friends are backed by no oliicial patronand a common her<ialveston, l ev., Wilmington, \. <'., Port- again to a common country
1 should have wished that age; they are supported by no rings, state
land. Me., Alderman Mackey of Charles- itage. (Applause.)
would
have
passed unnoticed, or national; they have no plunder wheremy poor presence
and the Mayors ot all the Mas- or that I
ton, S. t
might have been permitted lo remain with to
bribe the voter, or threats by
ael in sett.- cities, besides guests from the a silent \ isitor in Boston.
Win'll 1 pointer Unit tin- js tin1 lust tunc I
which to coerce him. They appeal simPhiladelphia (Vnlennial (.'ommission, and have
ever stepped oil 1 lie soil ol‘ Massachusetts.
the C'cntcnniiil Commissioners ol Concord
1 necessarily feel some embarrassment ;il ad- ply and only to honest, fair-minded and
1 lie .'state government,
and Lexington.
dressing such a splendid audience as is before
Irecmon—to the people—to that
wliieh was enclosed in a hollow' square id' me, Inil wln-n ] reflect that 1 am ail American patriotic
the Huston National Lancers, had for I'iti/en, that I. too. am a descendant of those popular intelligence which though somemen who taught on Hunker Hill, 1 feel that 1,
times misled, iiiiint■: to be riglii, and ingue Is \ ire President Wilson, Justices
too, have a right to he here to eelehrate their
Strong and Hunt of the 1'. S. Court, the splendid deeds. (threat applause.)
tends to support those men and measures
the Spanish, Japanese, Chilian, ilaytien
We come here, fellow-citizens, to show that
that will protect and nurture the best inand Gualemalean Ministers, lieu. Win. T.
We appreciate these achievements of these patThis, and this
Sherman, lion. Geo. S. Boutwell. and lion. riotic forefathers of ours—those men who plant- terests of the country.
ed the seeds from which our nation has sprung.
only, is our argument and appeal.
Henry L Dawes, State Senators, the Gov- We are here to show hy our actual
presence
ernor- of the New England Stales, New
We have reason to believe that with
that we are fully in sympathy with the SentiJersey, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Michi- ment which found expression upon the recent organization and in such a cause, a
spirit
gan, and other dignitaries. The State ofli- decoration days, when loving hands entwined
beautiful flowers about the graves of the soldiers will be aroused which —although if ks
eers and the Senate and the House of
Rep- of both armies without distinction.
(Great much to expect—will result in m.acini;
resentatives ft d lowed.
applause.) 1 recall that, right here in Boston,
too years ago, a particular divine spoke in subGeneral Roberts in tiit: oit-.kknato■ rniia:
ran lti.s of the procession.
Then

were

knowledge
tric thrill ot feeling which comes ol clasped
hands—that magnetism ot regard which
is born of meeting glances. These came
with the celebration ot last Thursday.

always recognized.

p.

There

better

£jpS. K Nii.ks, No. li Fremont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
are

misunderstandings

gered.

advertisements.

and orders

tail actually sha\ed smooth to the flesh.

hard to
be eradicated—the old bitterness still lin-

a#-S. M. Pki-kxi;iu. & C'o.,<> State St., Boston,
and 3? Park Bow New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding

ed

Ain u.

late hour in the evening the streets
wi re
thronged by crowd' ut people attracted b\ the brilliant illumination of the public buildings. The State house and city hall
were the objective points, each presenting
a gorgeous spectacle of gas jets, transparencies and calcium lights, from each
ol the lour portals of Hunker Hill monument powerful calcium lights were displayed, reflecting their brightness far
out upon the sea and adjacent country
Various residences and private buildings
were illuminated and there was a general
displ av of lire works throughout the city.
The celebration ot the day far excelled
any anticipations that could have been
formed of it.
Carefully prepared estimates fix the military at Id,Odd, and the
aggregate number of men in the procession at i'(i,odd,
At

plete.
1 hr*

l’LliUsm.l) EVKUY THURSDAY MORNING

ot

"i; min.

The great centennial observance in honor
of the Battle ol Bunker llill has come and
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procession,

line.

News of the City and County.
sion of the great writ of personal liberty, the
Democratic Stato Convention.
Habeas Corpus, thus
the freedom of
Ellsworth, June 21st, lS7o.
The Democrats ot' Maine met by their the people at the mercyplacing
C
tinner
of despotic power,was
fishing is now in season.
Dear Journal : The following few jottings
at Granite Ilall, Augusta, June a crime so desperate it demonstrates that it is
A
census of the coal burning imputation i*
delegates
no longer sale to entrust the government in
about our city may be of some interest to a few
22d. The Convention was called to order such hands.
being taken.
gone. It was an occasion rich in memo- of
your many readers—
The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
lion. E. F. Pillsbury,
The children's tloral concert at the ITiitanan
ries. great in the record ol' deeds ol patTwo seizures of liquor have occurred within at 11 o'clock, by
lion. E. E. Pillsbury presented the name of church will be hohlen on
Sunday, July 4th.
riotism, and greater than all in the exhi- the last week. About fifteen gallons of whiskey Chairman of the State Committee, who
(ten. Charles W. Roberts of llangor, as a can»e*w
bition of national good feeling for which were obtained.
called to the Presidency, Gen. Samuel F,
Iiilton <V Lothrop, tailors, have raised
didate for Governor, (bn. Philo (Mark preand tasty sign at their rooms over < aldwell’s
In taking the
The recent lait was the opportunity.
The wife of Mr. Isaiah llarrimau of this city Anderson, ol Portland.
the
sented
name of lion. John (
Talbot of Mabook store.
mentable and fratricidal strife had lelt a died almost instantly Friday evening. Heart chair, Gen. Anderson made a stirring chine.
Don't bother your neighbor- by borrowing
disease is supposed to have been the cause.
A Committee of one from each county then
crop of bitter remembrances, which the
speech.
Journal, when you can have it regulaiK
the
conthe
honor
Barnum’s
lit*
for
thanked tin* convention
advance guard lias been seen in
proceeded to receive the ballots fora candidate.
lapse of a decade had not sufficed to exferred upon him by the repn sentatives ot a
tor sj a year.
our city, in the shape of a horse with mane and
Mr.
Chairman,
Madigan,
subsequently
usual
of
reported
a
civil strife.
tinguish—the
has had hut
legacy
few
party that Cor the

Ellsworth Items.

Happy Occasion.
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finely drilled, and
splendid appearance in the profession
And the
elicited general admiration.
cheers, applause and bouquet with w hich
a was greeted shew that the spirit of sectional bitLerness ha- scarcely a lingering
remnant in Lite hearts ol northern people.
Tin* same is title, of the Charleston Fight
Infantry and the Norfolk Artillery, who
participated in tin* occasion. There was
nothing shown !»ut. the most hearty good
will and fraternal tending.
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voucher** for a large portion of our war debt
were removed from the liles before tlu* books
and papers cairn* into my possession to prevent
tlu* disco \ cry of I tic I ruth, hut written evidence
w ill Im* produced at the proper time, if no! all
destroyed by tho>e in charge of the hooks and
tiles, t,. refute the charges made against me.
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idlieolnville, and w a- of Dutch descent.
Duong his children Were the late Mrs. doh
White atel Mrs. Su-ail Hurkmar ol this city,
and Mrs. Haul Stevens ofUineolnville. During
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the 181*2 war. Map F liner. (in 1814; in virtue of
ios position as a military oilieer and as deputy
inspector of the customs, was entrusted with
the charge ol the British prize sloop Mary. after
her capture l»> Ma.i. Noah Miller, and took her
into < aindeu. w here her rich cargo w a- dis\-i we have not at hand the tacts recharged
Hey olutionary career. \v, are
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Dr.

tempted suicide Tuesday, by shooting himself.
He was alive at last accounts, but the wound
is considered fatal. No cause is yet
assigned
for the act.
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perfect cure, f.u cl
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pompon lv aid an Fngli h official to an Indian
chief in Manitoba.
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dark."
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lum-s are raekod and torn with parow m that
threaten to i-liokt* thorn, tint I speedy relief in il
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Trial si/a* 10 rentAsk for Mr. Morris'
Syrup, take no other. Sold by \\u. O. Poor:
»V Son Belfast, Alfrrp Hoopkr, Searsporl,
A. J. Jordan. Orlmul. J. \V. Pii.kin
A t o..
Portland. (iem-ral Avails.
lvrid
:m resist

tin-

Cnrrt'ctrd

require payment in coin, and
payment of one-halfllie cuslegal tenders, the extinction ol

banks of discount and deposit under such
as the Stales may prescribe,
and no paper currency except ateli as
may be issued directly by and upon the
faith of the general government.
We tavor a complete separation of tlie
church religions, independent and absolute treedoin of opinion, equal and exact
justice to all religions societies, and purely
secular education at. the expense of the
or

control by any sect, directly or indirectly,
of any portion ol tlie public school fund.
We are opposed to the passage id what
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called sumptuary laws, any interferwith social habits or custom not in
themsely .-s criminal.
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DRESS GOODS

A CARD.
I li«' numb**rs of tin* Belfast Reform Club wi-li to
extend their sincere thanks to those members at the
Bangor Keform Club, who visited our city ou tin*
Hth iust., lor their valuable services rendered, and
tin* intere t ni.uiiie- ted tor the welfare of our Club.

Surgery.

Dr." Bullard, of New Haven, Vt., lias been a
practising physician for about half a century,

and be lias been professionally present#! the
birth of about 1000 children. Those of the children now living propose to hold a reunion and
grand picnic at his residence next month.
The N. V. Post reports that W. II. Leslie,
receiving teller in the banking house of Duncan, Sherman «& Co., has absconded with #12,000 of the firm’s funds.

IMPORTANT

TO

TRAVELERS.

When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK,
annoyance and expense of carriage hire and
stop at tin* <.II 4 \ l» UNIOM RIOI I L op
posite the CRAM* CEN I’RAE DEPol. It has over
:t.»0 elegantly fui n is lied rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all mod
ern improvements.
Europeau Plan. The KKM'fAli ltAHTM. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
with
tin*
best the markets can furnish.
are supplied
ITn* cuisine is unsurpassed. Kooms fora single, per
son, $1,00 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers ran live more luxuriously, for less money
at the tiKANU IAN JON, than at any other first class
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute tor all parts of tin* City. <■'. E. & W.
L). HARRISON, Managers.
lyrsplO
save

CONSUMPTIVES,

TAKE

NOTICE.

1C very moment of delay makes your cure more
and much depends oil the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Sclienck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro
inoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
the timely use of these
and Mandrake Pills.
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
l>r. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following
Wednesdays, from b to 3 o’clock:
*lan. Kith and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a
thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respiroraetor,
the price is $5.
is
l*r. Schenck
professionally at his principal, of
five, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be

hopeless,

<
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of

CityCAPT Richmond,
C.

KILBY,

W ill coiniiHiicc mi tin- NEW A RRAN<. I Ml..\ f,
with Cunm.i 11 \ ♦. Ii;u\- from Portland to Bo
tun, tm MONDAY Jl NK -’1, lsr.i, as follows
Leaving Bangor at f» o'clock A. M « \ ry Monday,
Wednesday, and Finlay, making-all tin- usual land
iugs on tin River ami liny, arm ing at Portland and
connect with a Steamboat Express Train over the
Boston & Maine Railroad only; arriving in Boston
at 10 o’clock I’. A!.
I bis Train is arranged expn
lv to connect with the Steamer, amt will wait lor
tin- arrival of the Boat in all weather.
4f-xrBassenger*'will bo lick* ted through to l.owell,
arriving in l.owell at 0.10 same Evening. l ure aim
as to Boston.

RE I URNING,
Passengers going Hast will t ike the Cars at f.
o’clock I*. M., over either Eastern or Bo ton & Maine
Bailroad, arriving in Portland at lit o’clock, cornu ct
ing with the Steamer, arriving in Bockland at
o’clock in the Morning, and Bangor at IltdiO A M.
Stage connection at Bockland l’or fhomastou and
adjoining Towns; also, Bailroad and Stage counec
tions at Belfast and Bucksport for interior Tow ns
Steamer Uiehmoud will connect (going West with
the Portland Steam Packet Company’s Mearners,
leaving Portland every day at 7 o’clock P. M., arriv
ing in Boston at 5 o’clock in the morning.
Afc*rTickets sold on board the Richmond, ov er the
Portland it Rochester Railroad, to Nashua, W orce>
ter, Providence, Norw ich, Sjiringlield, Albany, Hartford, New llasen, and New ^ oi k. Also, all Stations
between Portland and \\ orcester.
Baggage Checked through on the Steamer to delimit ion.
I'.Mii.s, Prom Bangor to Winterport and Buckport, 50 Cents; Rockland to Portland, $1.0u: all
other tares as usual.
I’util further notice, the Richmond will make
landings at Bincoluvillc once a week each way,
Wednesday mornings, going West, and Thur-day
morning-, going East.

HTURIHV AWT.1
General Ag**i»l.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
TCYRUS PA TIERSON, Agent, Belfast.
( YIII M

PROMISSORY NOTE, dated March 22d, Is?
for one hundred dollars ($100) on demand w ith
interest, given by Ezra B. Gritliu and .lames L.
Griffin to Henry D. Harriman, and by him indorsed
to Albert Harriman. Said note having been lost all
persons are hereby cautioned against purchasing
the same as payment on it has been stoped.

A

ALBERT HARRIMAN.
Pro: pact Ferry, Me., June 10, 1875.— Uwal

for Sale.
open wagon of how
ard’s make cheap, and
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Cl.l.NIOCK.

ielfast, June 24, 1^7,
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in be purchased in Maine
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h llld every

Lathe-
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fully and eulin Iv
i\ e WUrehoil.-e.

d and

n

litfed

by the lay

Hands.

ange

d

A

Ml'/17.7

[K

I'l.OW

fall line of the celchrut* d SI l.\ F.R

>.

One

TSTiglit

.MA( HIM.S

repaired

at

Only

!

Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
(’ompany in the Cast.
et-\ K»s«-r\ed Seats :*u ets.
Pi iee of admission,
Seats can he secured at Woodcocks without exKutire Museum

tra

vfwGO

charge.

Removal !
rsr KW

LIVERY STABLE!
1

Henry Dunbar, Jr.,

ha*

bought

fotmerly occupied by P red Kimball,
Washington Street, near Perkins
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
opt ued a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capable drivers lurnished when required.
4NrGive me a call and try my teams.
H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast, July 28th. 1874. 114
the stable
on

Nervous Diseases,

From whatever physical cause, are a specialty.
.Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Headache, Backache, all
diseases of the (Generative Organs, Pains in any part
of the body; Consumption prevented and cured;
Exhausted \ itality, from Bad Habits in Youth, re
stored; chihlren, who are weak and nervous, are
made strong and healthy; Tendency towards Insanity, which are causing .Murders, Suicides, and the
Most Terrible Crimes, eradicated. In fact, Mind
A!!
and Body both are strengthened and cun d.
symptoms of that terrible di ease,

Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.

in tin; hack <Tf the head, heat in the
spinal column, and dizziness, are cured Intlammation of the Kidneys, produced by the use of Tobacco,
Liquor and Excessive Indulgences in various ways,
treated with success.
jMf*It is the only treatment which will successfully assist nature, without depleting the system.
Medicine in many cases has done good, but it is ai)t
to leave the system weak and unable to throw otf
the effects of disease which medicine cannot reach.
Nature, or the Spiritual part of the body, is assisted
by this treatment. Those who have been weakened by the use of medicine, will take note of this.
Sucli

as

11 -elected >to-k

\\i

Which
»

J. S.

FERNALD,

-DEALER IN-

SEWING

MACHINES,

N E K 1) L E S

Belfast,

Apply

June

24, 1875. -tfal

American

A

8 P E 01 A L T V

Orders left at SARGENT & BABCOCK’S, Bel.
fast, or H. D. SMITH’S, Searsport, will receive

prompt attention.—tf41i

1
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FOREST TAR,
r-

preparation..0111.11111111 I'itlmm

anew

:
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ii-■! ft 'M
tin- black iii'I impure j»r»•• l*i« l
ami ii-*u I t.
1
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«*«i. imi 1
onlv preparation <»t I ar approx • *1 .el 11-«
phy-ifiaU'1 as a -t imlanl ivnie.lv.
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Forest

Tar,

Fit rnnsumption, Itnmchtii-.
Sort- throat,
In tu
ol
anil l rinary t irgan.-*.

*

\

aiarrh

tic

■•kia

"

Kilt

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION
for Catarrh, «»n-uniption, Iti
*-k ?.
I th
A-thrmi, au>l as a wash lor di-ea
FOREST TAR TROCHES.
i>
For Bronchitis, >on lhr«.at, il .ur m
Puril ing tin Hit ath.
FOREST TAR SALVE
1
For chan-lug, purifying, ami he din Ini
For

inhaling,

■

v

t 1.1
wlu iv'.
bea-t

«

Brui-i

< ui-,
r

l>isi .!-•
pn»re--

oi

-.

healing

Mini

-•kii

1;

ami. oi

i>

i..

inhaling

tin solution.

Manufactured

FOREST TAR COMPANY.
11 ml Hottlis Price loot-.

P*'iii

WM. 0. POOR & SON.
Agfiit-i

toi
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iin

c-

M

Druggist'.

lta-t, .lohii'oii Hloi k

111

w i*:
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iH'
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MILLINERY!
Now in Stock 11mu
suable styles of l.adie

>ar ou n

Hat-

Viven.

Ketlog,

-•

hi

l>

h

!

|•

u

&

Derby

I

..

English

Walking Hat. Misses School
Hats from 50 Cents up
riowri

Ribbon:-,

.V.-

B. F. WELLS.

Notice!

sub

.t

<

»>.

-i*i

iln-r ha-

i»-t

A. oilers t.. the publii hi

limn

I

t

-.

..

,i

_

i.

t

ntire *>tocl

Cloths,

Clothing,

Heed

Also the

apple.

C.

BUY

At

THOMPSON’S.

to tn> Murk ul
just made I .urge li.Uilions
Jewelry, Solid Gold and Plated Pins, Ear
and Finger Hing9, Buttons, &.c.

[ have

tit

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

Bill and Scrip Books,
Wallets & Portmoneys,
Largo Assortment just received ami Selling very
Jewelry Store.

Low at HK.UYKY’.S

Sale.

FIXTURES and LEASE of u tirstclasa
CARRIAGE SHOP, with or without Paint
Shoo. Also Top and Open Carriages for sale cheap.
Apply to PERRINS IIROS., Belfast, Ue.—t!m47

TOOLS,

«

that cannot tail to suit the pun ha-*

r

m

OVERCOATS
A NI»

BOY’S

REEFERS!

Now is the time to procure the
inter u-e at greut discount

garm-nt-

xi

i.

W ill sell the Stock at a discount to am
to go into trade, and will leu-*- tin ~t*»r«
term ot'years at reasonable rate-.
to
I mean business to any one who wi-ln

wishing
a

u

I-

chase.

Belfast, May lit, 1nT>.

ARNOLD HARRIS.

4;>tt

D U PU81EI!
300 CASKS •Schr.

“Swallow.

WM. PITCHER & SON.

April

For

•

New Goods !

Styles.

greatly reduced

price-

Kxtraordinurx Bargain

w

New

»'•

Oil-Cloths & Window Shades.

PLACE

IS AT

J.

greatest bargain- y« t

Carpets,

FEATHERS!

A

I

onot

.ur

Hats, Caps and
WANTED!
FINISHR3^;^K'u»'{ Furnishing Goods

POTE & QUIMBY’S.

Price-

1

and

Flowers

Special

lllliKUS wishing to do.
si H
up tin
peddling business id 11 *»• i r agent-, .Messrs. 1-.
unbull, Augustus Fogg and Nathaniel K\ jiih,
’•»Mju«'s| all persons having unsettled accounts with
.' ear

\l.'«

1

H.H. Johnson & Co.

A.

t

u-

01

Hats.

ariety ur -tyie in 1I.11 r« o<
Gif'S•

1*. I\

CONSULTATION FREE.

patients

k

Feathers !

rnili.

pain

No examination need be given. References will
be given at the office if required.
On account of the extra expense of traveling,
Treatments will he $2.00 at the office, and $ loo
at home.
Deductions made
when visiting
for a number of treatment*. Office hours from 0 A.
W
M. to 5 P. M.

I.niye

our

-hurt not it.

NOTICE.

AUGUSTA, ME.,

ihi'in

June 28th. 1875.

Monday.

examine

Mathews Hrother’s Steam Mill,
lb lla t, durn- ■.*, Hrd.lu t-*

.o

Hall.

in;,11

I have secured the service-■<! u ur-t clu- >1.:
i.tn
M. Urn.\\ n, win* w til gn
Mis-, Ai.i*
faction t<» all, even the nio-t fa-ti.iiowrh
or
I’.Uoie.t
m
Pre-sed
Hats Bleached,
Yours Ke-peettul.
Shape*1

Down!

Broke

L, A. EIIMINSTER,
Of

hi

t

Ladies will please nil and

anti

County

(,'hee-e Factories furnished withSAI f and other
Hood- at reasonable rates.
Also a full line of Field ami Harden Seeds.
I'b a-t fall ami examine before purchasing l-e
W In if
1UYIV < U.DF.RWHOl)
« \l lH.RWOol).
> VMl l.l
tt»o
R.dfa t, Aprii n K ..

\Vh«*iv he has been tin-last ten months practicing
with tin- most wonderful success, will he in Belfast,
the American Hotel, for n /'nr </<///
commencing
Monday, June '-'.Nth, win re In will tri al all kinds •>!
ill r.H-> hv his method.

No. 1 Johnson Block.

Hayford

DR.

.i

Millinery Goods

HOWARD S MACHINE SHOP.

ivmn .it<

GOODS !
,t

SWITCHES

at

WM. 0. POOR & SON,

lit

HAMBIJRGS

Kr-eently revived from New Voi k, wl.i h
•ml line :it Pun < heap* than .1. h* 1
ill

lit ml

f.iruu-i

Repair I’n-ces (dr the same.
I In- Hollingsworth lloRSf. RAUF., and the
\\ i-ner Self-operating si LIv \ 11 A \ RAM

WITHOUT THE USE OF MEDICINE. MOW I AH

-CALL ON-

< >

Large -1 A—ortui.

TIF.S,

IIAI It

For

Goods.

Also

til

of the Sick

{> i I.Ol

nib: mi:a bow kisu mowku.

«

a

Capt. THOMAS BURGESS.
Belfast, June 24, 1W.—tfol

11|«-

NftCK

Farming* Tools

I(i N I 1 > w ould respect full;, invite
friends, acquaintance', and all tlm- e who

Healing

A L S

Fringes, Passementerie Loops

of every description, I’low-, Harrow.-, H ir-v li
Cultivators, Road Sciaper-, Mmvi-U, l ork-, Jfcc
among v\ hich an- t In-

\ I >F.K

EXCURSION.
Attachments & Findings.
WANTED.
yacht p. m. bonnie,
IRLS for Chamber, Dining Hall and Kitchen
The
Capt. Thomas Burgess, is being
Truck Casters
J work, also good Cook, fora Summer Hotel. Four
renovated, painted, and titled up in C1
at
Hotel.
Ex.

excellent condition for Summer
cursions. The Bonnie is a very fast
sailer, and well adapted for excursions to any part
of the bay or islands. Inquire of the Captain.

—

FOREST TAR INHALERS

For Waldo

nice

Bella-1, June 'i, l •;

•'

Furnishing

maf

to

Le

.1

\

Farmers’

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
oruer ol .Main and High St -., Bella.-!, .Me.

I 111

1 tin- u-nal

t-

Shall lli'lLe
pe iilt
thill:- in 1 In- Inn ol

I
II. IIIHTO.V
AN' 1.1. FOIlllJOl*.

PATENT MEDICINES
il in 11»i•

l

Free to All!

»•

Pfiifumery, Fancy Articles, &c,,
\V 1111

Business!

leaned and Repaired, to call on
old Suit
them at their new tailor'.' .'-hop over .1. S. < aid
well's Book Store, where they may be found with
sci- -or- and goose.
1- rom early morn,
till night com*— n.
Humming together the -aim* old -ong
\\ e w on’t he beut.

Medicines,

Toilel. Articles, Fine

s t \ : a m k 1:

can

an

Alfll n

\

Thread. Malta and Yak Lanes.

Bonnets.

New
Goods!
New

Fitting: Garment,

in Need of
Or

Drugs,

«»u:ilit\

t

Let Us Tell It!

t.

t

K.VKK\

May

riiioii

Xu. In W’i.'/ittinMurk, li. If

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
In

Nice

Wear, Hosiery, l mhr« ila-

>ii:it< M« tvr

I’.aii 'nr

a

hint ct the I.-ite-t v-t\l«". ami the

every

\t ItJlfcVI !

fhe best S i’l: \ *; J’.ii ii it in tin market.
It- peculiar medical prop, rties gi\ * it a precedent
above all others for lo-s of Appetite, Debility, ludi
gestion, Jaundice, and all kindred di-ea>es which
people are subject t- m the Spring and Summer. It
i an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the ick
amt -utieriug. For sale wholesale and retail by

;.

liy my New

UMBRELLAS,

Parasols & Suu-sliadcs!

SOLD AT

VEGETABLE BITTERS Stock N ew & Fresh

and

t<» conn-

If A1 * I

(i

ORNA TVTElNn^rt !

JAS. VV. CLARK

Ilia F.IYI.H I:V

DIJ. R.

S PI I Tl T l
Vv dl

SUM

IN

I iie. -e in lehleil tc ,\ I. Urest-clt Ate,
l w ill |tie e call at the I Mil Mamlami-cttle.
Iw IS

BITTERS!

iv-

Shawls!
A I L

ofCnetf’.t

Ol

T>

lifting

I

tor.

GOODS !

manufacture

•»

examine.

t.*

that find it dilliculr
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I

Catalogues

Foreign anil Domestic,
ki It it I hand t
uiploy ihf m. > t
( oiili.li nt 1 can tit the nm-t I

IN

SltAl.l. 15K UiXKIVINi,

be filled at once
for any PATTERN which is in
the Catalogue.

style-

I

Will be put on trial at my iann in \\
\\ illi an) otIn r Hake in tin- lnarki I.

i>

<

Woolen

LESS THAN COST!

H. H. JOHNSON A; 00.

i’rived._

Orders

l i i

Propr.

11:f\ ill.'’' hciight lilt1 Stuck cl \.(i.
.V <'<>
Xu, | : 1 * 111 11 i \ Kiuv. 1 intern!
to l-lo.-c it cut

Butterick's Patterns
ii

Striped do.

and

53000

SPRING GOODS!

n!

C.itt

HOMER.

ME.

Yard!

Paisley Shawls

Kvi-r «>th

\ on.

Son, BELFAST,

&

Mohairs

A vSOIM MI N I

HEIM i I I) Pltins. FANCY

and Surgeon. Late from
Boston.
Main St
over store of S

OS

LAID, I

I

roioKLO

25 Cents Per
A

<d

v<

and

Alpacas

>ou’t

c \l u’.r.u, Si io.ir.u and rniaisir m
wit h tho'f- peculiar to WOMAN and ( itn.
\ i«.
til receive hiui
\
Ki.hi lKU tiV used in all ii- tormwhen-this
valuable agent is indicated.
■. l.o
at their hou
y# He will \ ill I* a ill
are unable to call at In- room
(Ill 11
ii • I i:
l l'ulll in A
M
until 1 l*. M
From
I'
\i. utdil
1‘. M
r M. until
and from
A. M.
ti

Ptur-tn ngs,
PI a n cl Pc e r o ] vi e r>.,
. s.

-iiilulih- for lhi cliniai
Iiiavi:
ol
and 'hade

111

TO

I

GKAOK'i

LA OIK*

KLNK

Bools & Shoes

Physician
Sleeper

I

bring it with

DR. JOHN

nl

K i cl Gr 1 o ves,

i.n.d

dock

New.

here ad\

ALL

with full set combi

.Matlit W' IJros.’ Steam Mill,
and Miller Sts., Ht lta~t, M«*

Oollars.

coaiitei

*

A line As-, itin«nt ol>A( K IKIMMINi.
111,4 ..1

A. 1ST ID PL PC W S.
h.

TNT aok-Ti^s, Ofiice,

our <

oil-.

he >urpu

cannot

.'1‘LK.NDID LINK OK

■'Xii

Great Bargains!

Clothing Store, No. 1 Hay
for.t Block, Belfast.

GOODS!

.:111<i11:11i;>ii »>l'

:»«»

which

liuntoii

gap*-, heater

team

Engine,

Irregular Moulder,

Hoi*

fivun

Boston

( ut t

i-

price

.0

Paper

sv.

All

fur

e,

collars, cutters and count* r .-hafts complete.
1 Wood Lathe, hi It. bed, Jv! inch swing at
ranged to turn 7 loot circle at end.

l*uy nothing hut the b. t. 1«» be had of u tor
only due per lio\.
^//-Kenlember we pledge our-rlvc' to produce

hill inil.** Il« MKKY * mi r <|»cri:ill v. :kdI
i"c 111;»i
Imu* junvliasc (I I;ii l***Iv.
I »"l.
il lln* Mocking \v»* are -.i*lHum
l«»r 1*2 1 *2 (viii-.

>

Portable

and Heater.

and Jd ct-. tor Stockings
\v.
when we w ill -i II on a tine Silk tinisii pair tor I
by tin- ilo/en. A word to tlie wise i- uthcirut.

XIOSIKRY !

h.a N.-w Vai i.-l

only

Why will you pav

w. haw in-1 |im rli:isi <1 a I, V Uli K Si TIM Y
..i‘ tin--i- I a >1 il)S an.l oll'. r llicmal I 11\\
i* i: i <■ !■: s

I...

in

fS o m e tlain g’

parasols !

We haw in

with

boiler,

F. A. HOWARD.

S 1 .*h>, #r>.<u).
SHIRTS.

W'ooU'.SA Sc
AT IIAIU: I! UiUAISs.

FANCY

Upright,

Sl-oo, $:>.<x>, ss::.r>o,

sr.c

'AMIIliIt'S,
Cu'TTOSS,

V’

SILKS,

all grade*.

(Quality and cheapness.

KoIf

nation

A

lit Dress (i

Stationary Engine,

gow-rnor, upright tubular
atid pump compl.t-

PI E

BOTTOM

mu st. s,

pi

Improved Independent Spring
1 ootli Horse Rake,

-preialt\.

Holt ends from I 4 inch to 1 1
inch inclu-i\
ni-?ln d .it low prices.
< oiitruct for
building machinery solicited.

PANTS.

(

GOODS,

Heavy and Fine Dup’d’he,

following’ second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :

tdvl;

..

[((Mil

>ds

Black Brilliantiues, Mote, Alpacas from 25 lo $1.25.

< >t every
description furnished when desired.
V 1*..
Holt rutting and Nut t »l*i»itisr bmachinery

The

EPHRAIM MADDOCKS.
I'.rif.e-t, May Is, is;

of
ed for

Castings

•*

REMNANTS.
I.

GREY

BLACK
in

IN

SHOP!

Patterns For and
a

HAYFORD Hindi

Opposilr-

cllim* the RE- 1 st vie of t anihric•md Percales for 11 and l.» els
per vard,
hu nter prices : ci>..
pci \ ard.
—f*-

< ><

iliu .-il ]„ i..
tin ir Large .'lock
ri

Black Cashmeres

iiami ami maim, to okdk.i:.
M whine Jobbing ol all kindt dom with dispatch.

I

tin

Sanborn's

GUINET

Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, Jack
and Dagon Screws, &c.,

PRICES!

Remember that the place to t>uv Boot*1
and Shoes CHEAP'
» the

&&

are

—

grfatlv

at

STEEL AND

A

-O

Summer Dross [lambrics ami Percales.
»•

oflVr

Ksprcial attention is called to
Sew All Wool Camel's Hair r
itiol Plain Couth fur Suitin'/',
also TiriUrd Heroes.

114 1

le, lor

**t\

Peirce Block, Shoe Store,

A mi

on

Rockland.
In Ellsworth, June 10th, Mr. Frank M. Osgood
and Miss Mattie E. Wheeler, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, June 12th, Mr. Alonzo W. Jones
and Miss Matilda M. Pomroy, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, June 15th, Mr. Geo. W. Potter and
Miss Cora B. Rernick, both of Ellsworth.

>1'every Variety and

Which will be Sold at

Si

addressed.

In this city, June 17th, by Rev. Wooster Parker,
Mr. Wiu. A. McLean and Miss Julia A. Howe, both
of Belfast.
in Rockland, June 0th, Cupt. E. L. Pendleton and
Mary E. Waterhouse, both of Rockland.
In Augusta, June 12th, Mr. Z. Pope Vose of Rockland, and Miss Florence E. Hill of Brunswick.
At Sheepscot Bridge, June 12th, Mr. David T.
Shattuck of Newcastle, and Miss Ida F. Dean of

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

Boots, Shoes and Slippers MACHINE
Ladies’, Misses1, Mens1 anil Boys1 Wear,

f-I a., ve

By

MARRIED.

STOCK

A T

1ST E W

In this department we ran show our customers an unusual variety at PRICES
tint amiot fail t<> secure a tvadv
ITKl I! A s 1

City of Belfast,
\1.1 i> ITopo-d lor collectin'? tin Mate, < uun
ty, -iiid Municipal i'a.xe- for tin- current )ear,
\\ ill he recei\ e.l by In < ity < lerk uni il tin- ,.t h
prox
into, al 7 o’clock, I*. ,W. I In* <'ity Council reserve
tin* rit'lit to accept any of -ai*l plop.* ,1-, or t■ r.
j< ct iii. I Vr «>?•«!« r.
rAllan no.uiima.n, in < ina.

A IN

PER ORDER COM.

j

A LARGE

w

.»

ence

underfill

lb It it, dun.

t orn

regulations

W

•<

Hi

flour,
Mi-al,
ttyi-Ali-.il,

the

LOW PRICES!

STREET.

-OF-

\\

tlli'y

in every Grad*-.

JUST RECEIVED!

We cannot enumerate the names, grades,
and prices of our New Stock of Goods, suffice
it to sav that our assortment never was larger,
and selected with more care to suit the public
taste in STYLES and PT'It is than at present.

r.

A1
iiair wo\ a into
Dive u a mil a! No.

Spring tfc Siiiuuhm’ I )iess< i

In

<

Hake \va awar.l. .1 tin- tir. t premium ami a
diploma from tin- .Ninth Knox Agricultural Societi
at their l air in l*'. 1.
Ii please-. e.* ry one that u.-eit. « all ami » xamine beibre purchasing els. u here.

PRICh CURRENT.
W'reLly for the Journal.

BLOCK!

Large Stock!

Mi-ei, «•!

TRIMMED FREE SIL.K
POPLINS,
Shade.**,
Variety

Uoo. \Y. Iiiirkett & (d>.

& Dunton

STYLES!

Whii li

>

manm

I lii

BELFAST

1*11 KCIS

Geo. W.Burkett & Co.

d th. || hi in-, -dug Saloon formerly
owm d I■ v Delano on .Main Street, and fitted it
up
in lir-’t cla- order.
Hair cut amt
il.h
having done in the bet p

purcha

LATE

BLOCK!

H. H. Johnson & Co.,
Invites attention to their
N K \V

BLOCK!

(IIIIUII

(he

Cough.
No pulmonary complaint however ol>stinale,

<

louml,

Machinist,

New Goods!

PAPER!

Store!

l*ilK<IS

—AT—

ami will hold him- elf in lvadiit

In all it- tiranciu--.
Iron I'ipe, for Das. .‘ team, oi Water Work-, and
Da fixtures for ah- at B.ottom Brie-..
I
ABBOT I
Bella t .Iiiiii ■1
.1

■>

-itn never

I. tahli. Im.ent.

Shoe

1*11 KMS

AN 1 >

Fa"cy G0°dS!

Oas Piping and Repairing

What do \ on think i tin* he t i e for a
man'" drawl- I a la/\ fop. wlm wa
lalking to
hi ph\s'u ian.
I veivhi
*!« iily ivnytiked
I lie doctor.

Y'd

Bklmoxt. A young man named Townsend,
about 211 years of age, belonging in Searsmont,
visiting kiflffether and brother in this town, at-

e

and kidney di ea e- I ran *.il‘ei\
almost rai cd tIn* dead."

Win. II. Uobiu<on, of Purine, Me., win# niel
those eventful time-, but have the impression willi ;t M-rium accident I»> tin- falling «»!’ a tree
while at work in 1 *t*ini-\ lvaui.i, which cru lied
flu*
that he w e- never engaged in any battle,
all the bones «»T his mm* <jiiiti* llal, causing a
follow ing is the otiiiuis-ion \\e s|„-;i|v of—
large opening through the lari* ami nose into
the throat, leaving the nostrils proper fully
> The Major Hart ofthe
Si ah; '*••“*•*
closed. Ili-* friends having every eontidenee in
vi vs*- \i ill
l>r. IIo.mkc's skill as a surgeon, adv ised him to
come on, that he might treat the condition.
hlUjltlHil.
The Dr. in the first place, operated and made
I
1 *i*ii11> Martin I'liner Ksq.. Greeting:
new nostrils, after whieli lie removed from the
*>. mg appointed Second Major of :i Kegforehead tin' fleshy tissue requisite to till up the
imi-nt ot Militia whereof doweph I*i-in«*** Lsq. opening and make a new nose.
Lt. Col.
W e have seen the results of this operation,
oufdr. ordered to be Detached
Loin tin* • ountics of York, Cumberland A Linamt do declare that it is a most splendid pieee
coln loi tin i telenet* of tin- Faster n parts of this of surgery, as it adds very much to Mr. KobinState, b\ a Resolve of tin* General Court of tin* son’s general appearance. [Eastport Sentinel.
•.'Mil »>t March instant.
We saw Mr. Jiobinson last, Tuesday at our
By \ irluc ot the Bower vested in ns. WK do ofliee and examined the results of this wonderby these Bre*-«nts, (reposing special Trust and ful piece of Mechanical Surgery whieli w as per< 'oulidcncc in your Loyally. < ourage and good
formed by Dr. Homer now of this city—live
( ondnet j Commission yon accordingly.—Yon
>eurs ago last month.
The .success of this operation reflects great
and diligently to disarc therefore carefully
er**dit in fa\ or of the 1 >octor's skill as &
til urge the Duty of a Second Major in leading,
surgeon.
W
are informed that Dr. Homer removed a
in
said
Arms,
Regiment
ordering,and exercising
both Inferior Officers and Soldiers; anil to keep tumor and the whole left breast of Mrs. Andrew
Webster, living in 1‘enobseot, Hancock Co.,
them m good Order ami Discipline: And they
last Monda>, dune. 14th, in four minutes, and
an* hereby commanded to obey you as their
second Maj’r. and yon are yourself, to observe the patient did not lose more than three tableand follow such Orders and Instructions as you spoonfuls of blood. It is said that she is doing
"ball from 'l ime to Time receive lroin the Major
very nicely. This makes some over forty sucBart of the < ouncil of your Superior < Rlicers.
cessfully surgical operations that lie has persince locating in Ibdlast. [Prog. Age.
lormed
ft / I h. \ antin' otn Iln/ttls ami the Seal of
Ihf Haiti Stair at Uoston the I tern
It/-fifth
lhi‘l O' 1 lat'fh in the ) ear of’oar J OliJ).
Two colored men took refuge under a tree in
17*0.
“Julius, can you
a violent thunder storm,
<
ommand
the
of
the
said one. "So, Sam," was the reply;
By
f
pray?”
•'nebber prayed ill my life.” “\\ ell, can't you
Major Bart of the « ouncil. y
John Averv, I>. S. A.
sing a by inn?” Just then the lightning struck
a
tree near by, shivering il, when the first
On the left margin of the < ’ommission,directly
exclaimed : “.See iieah, honey, smurfin'
speaker
beneath the seal, appears the autographs of the ’ligious has got to be done, an’ dat might \ sml•'Major Bari of the Council,” (we suppose,) as din, too, s’pose you pass around tie hat!”
it was requisite for them to countersign it: .Jer.
A colored preacher remarked: “When Hod
Boweil. W.Derish,(?) Artenias Ward, I. Cush- made de fust man he sol him up against de
fence to dry.” “Who made de fence?'’ intering, Sam’l. Adams, B. White, Dan* I Davis, T. rupted an
eager listener. “Put that man out!”
Danielson, N. Cushing, Tim. K I wards, A. Ful- exclaimed the colored preacher, “such questions
as
dat
Noah
Josiali
’stroy all de th’ology in de world.'’
ler,
Stone, SanVI. Niles,. I no. Bills,
Goodman.

I’alm-T, of \\

iMav he
to do

lieinedy i- tin* mo 1 etfeetive medieiue
that he ha e\«*r used ill hi- practice I n drop- \

already initiated by the

payers, without division among

in:.

Hunt'

the present national banks and the establishment in their sfi ad ot a system of tree

tax

In Connection with tin

Store!

ROOM

—AT-

e

Mr. I. C. ABBOTT,

New Shoe

Y

R
—

Store!

New

B. WADLIN.

J.

vr.

Adam -on*, ftotanic ( ‘oiigli
I'leasanl to the ta-lc. Take no other,
n

A b.au*lielor made a will l«*a\ ing
hi property to the gilds w lm bad refused him ;
1- *r to tlu‘in I owe all mv earthlv liappim•**■ .”

issued in their place.
Unit the public interest demand.-, that
the government should cease to discredit
its own currency and should make its legal
tenders receivable for all public dues, except, where respect for the obligations ol
we

u

lungs

"r son*

(•i:\iii

Republican party, of aholi liing legal tenders and giving national banks tlie power
to furnish ali the currency, will increase
the power ol an already dangerous monopoly, and the enormous burden now
oppres ;ing the ..pie without any compensation or advantage, and that we oppose the policy and demand that all the
national bank circulation be promptly and
permanently retired and leg il tender- lie

contracts

New Block, on Main Street,
that are both ornamental and u-etui, where every
tin- NLM Siu|{|
body i- invited to call and -•
and NKW DIM IDS. And 1 will guarantee all will
l>e made happy by so
doing, and you will liml many
things y ou < an purcha e toi a -mall amount .u
l l I and a j..v t..
money licit ale D« ■< >D and t

.‘to cents.

Democracy

< >., .1 line 17
(’iii.t Mia
I’ll! ltemneratie (.'iinvent,ioil nominated
W in Allen lor (lovernor. ami .Samuel 17
( irv lot Lieut, < lovernor, to-ila\
I lie following is tlm remainder ot tlie
ticket
hnpivmo Judge, I hos. (.*. A-h
I hi in
Auditor, L. 7m (irecn: Tiva urcr,
Jolm Selireiver; Attorney (leiieral, Tims.
I. Rowell: Member of lioard of 1‘iildie
Work- .11 17 0. Xagati.
Among tlie revolution adopted were
i hat the contraction of curthe follow ing
rency heretofore made hy the Republican
party, and the further contraction proposed by it yvilli a vieyv to forced resumption nl specie payment lias already
brought di tstei In tin* country, and
W e dethreaten- general bankruptcy.
mand that tin
policy he abandoned, and
that the volume ol currency be made and
kept equal to the wants of tin trade, leaving the re toration nl legal tenders to par
hi
gold to lie brought about by promoting
the industries of the people, and not by
destroying them.
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The tlm-i- ina-hd Sell, lie if
s. Hunt. < ipt.
l*t \tei >1 l ast H.••don. w hl< h arrive,1 at this
ha- a
'iiueetioii with .« well
port Mom,lav
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Shoe

opening !

DOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!

and Pungencies#

(irovers.
I

The

V

v.*-i

IIa- in-I retunn-d from Boston, and i-now
a stock of

\i;w !’• Nt|>. ‘Jo cents w ill hu\
a
package of Sea Mov- I al ine, made from pure
Irish Moss, w hich w ill make oil kinds of dishes,
sileli as cakes, pics, puddings, etc., or iti -piaiT*
of custards, jellies, creams, Charlotte Itusse,
Malic mange, etc. Sold I»\ all Druggists ami
la

■

1 ii:

J. B. WADLIN
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In this city. Juno l'Jth, Mr. .lames Durham, aged
*.H) years and i:j days.
In Searsmont, June ltitli, Leroy (I., son of K. S.
and C. 1>. Cushman, aged JO years, 0 months ami -0

At the time ol her strik-

lieen obtained,

GRAND

Date, Nome and Age

>

■

He-

Obit nary notices, beyond the
must bepaidfor.j

ing, she had just gone about, standing
In Camden, June 11th, Freddie W. Barker, aged
west by south.
The captain supposed lie years and 1 month.
hi
in
which
Port
Lincolnville, June Hth, Mary Field, aged S‘.»
was in the vicinity of
Keys
years.
ease the course steered would have carried
In Hoeklaml, June 1:1th, Caroline S., wife of ( lias.
the ship iar to the north oi the Tarralone Carroll, aged vd years, In months and 5 duys.
In Appleton, May .sth, Mr. Jams Clark, aged SV
The ship was under top-sails,
sermon hy Rev. C. L. Demorest of Manchester,
group.
years.
so
In l uion. May ‘J.?»l, Walter F., son of Mr. and
N il. In the evening a sermon by Rev. It. 11. with courses hauled up. The log was
thick that the rock was not seen till she Mrs. W. 1'. Stevens, aged 1 vear and »> months.
Davis, of Piddeford. On Wednesday, there
In South Thomaston, June Hth, Adella F., elded
struck. She struck lightly at first, near
daughter oi thelatet apt. Frederick and Arabell O.
was a conference at .*> A. M., and another at s.
her stern, and then grounded her whole Thorndike, aged •„’<> years, 5 months and VO da vs.
The Convent ion opened for business at d.
In
In Franklin, June loth, Samm 1 P. Donnell’, I. <i
her
bottom
she
then
out:
length, knocking
aged about (Vs years.
the forenoon there was a sermon hy Rev. >). C. floated off.
lilling up rapidly, and sunk
In Stockton, June 1st, Mr.-. Sarah C. widow of tin>now of Auburn.
The afternoon was devoted in a few minutes. The men had scarcely late Benjamin Partridge,
ageil :»S years V month-.
to Sunday Schools, and in the evening an edtime to get into their boats. Captain MerFarewell, mother, thou hast left us,
We no more thy voice shall hear;
ucational meeting was held. The church being rill was the last man to leave. On getting
Faith no longer claims thy spirit,
fhine is now a holh r sphete.
insullieient to aeeommodale the crowd in at- into the boat he was struck by the martinThe seaman who was
tendance, the sessions of Wednesday afternoon gale and killed.
l’hou liast drank while here most deeply
UJ affliction's bitter cup;
and evening were held in the l nitarian church, lost was a Herman trom Hamburg, known
1 by worn frame was racked with anguish
as August; he was crushed to death, liewhieh was tendered for tli purpose. The sesLong ere we could give thee up.
lore leaving the ship the crew saved nothsion' of to-day iThur'. lav ) w ill also be held in
When a few short years have fleeted,
but
After
their
leaving
ing
clothing.
When our work on earth is done,
the Unitarian church.
the ship the fog rose and they sighted
May our circle all unbroken
Find with thee in Heaven our hone*.
Timv. A voung man nam d Smith *.»0 years the schooner Mendocino, and were taken
of age Udongingin this town, shot himself with
aboard.
The Champlain was built at Campbell
a pistol on Tuesday mornin.’.
SHIP NEWS.
It i- thought he
A Brooks' yard. East Boston, in 1874. She
eannot mover. 1 >i-appointment in love ol'iirPORT OF BELFAST.
1 lie -UppO'cd « au>e.
registered 1 IT:’ tons, and was rated very
“d
in
Aineriead
d,
standing
ATCRIVTU.
high
Lloyds,
A, 1 I, 11 years." Nile was owned by Win.
June 14th,
lit Sea Flower, Dickey, Boston.
June l.*th, selo
silver Spray, \\ a->, Cienfugos,
A Kinsman A Co., of Boston, and others,
Among the noticeable event of tlit- lute
with molasses for L*. Sibley & Sou
Florida, Hiland v alued at iS 1 dti.ooo. on which an in- more, Jacksonville.
Bunker Hill eclebr.ition in 11.> ton. was
■/June
S.
sebr-.
J.
I
The
ind
surance ol jjil 10,01,111, is reporleit.
l.'.ib,
ey, Crockett, Xew
York; Lillian, Cyan, Boston.
the presence of the Fifth Maryland regiChamplain sailed from New York for San
June 17fli, sebrs. Alabama, Se.uvey, and A. W.
i lie Baltimore eonv-pendent of Francisco Feb. lb. with a cargo of gener- 1'lli Fergus on, Hoboken, with ( oul for \\ B Sw an
ment.
.V Co.
ttie llu I -a Transcript <*'i\
the following al merchandise, valued approximately at
.June 1-Sth, •ulus. Ja
Holme ',
and (o o.
Hsilnii.noii. ^ I'lie Fan alone Islands on which B. Ferguson, Ferguson, LID worthIJyder,
for Kondout:
l»i-1*-i v '-l the military bod\
the ship struck are dll miles outside ol San Hannibal. Pendleton, Hoboken, with coal for Swan
& Co.
the moment. colonel. orti* «*r-. :n«*l im n. are Francisco
They are abrupt rocks, sharp
ill <.| llu* \ ery hf-l of our eil\. :iiit.l we of « our.se
SAIL! !1>.
and jagged, rising boldly from the sea
tee]
natural pride in llieir doing w ell.
They
June F.th, sciir
I \act, Parker, st. Jolm, 1 bo
The
which
surrounds
almost
lire tie
:t
ll.'VVer ol the city, 1)1.1
fog
always
H
great peclllHolder, Sounder--, Savannah.
iuritx i<.thut the regiment is largely composed them causes these rocks to he greatly
June ldtli, schr. Moses Lddy, Warren, Bangor.
June loth, scln
ol Otliee r- and Mu ll W lit) belonged to both t llit>ll
Jus. Holme
Kyder, and (ieo. B.
dreaded by navigator-,. Captain Merrill
Ferguson. Ferguson, Kondout; S. ,1. Lindsey, Crock
.•III.I « onfedcrate armies; have been till' 1<T lire
in Yarmouth,
His sou, Osgood (•It, Kockland.
in 111:in\ buttle-.. 'iin*lt gunpowder, endured belonged
.lune voth, chr. Cameo, Patterson, Boston.
Cap
the hard- hips o| war in opposing armie-. and Merrill, was tirsl, mate on the ship.
have
Kept 'ti p to tile Jllll'ie >f the I lion." lain Merrill, who iv;i- about hO years old,
malt Imi
uiitti*r and ivad\ to defend the honor a skillful seaman, and greatly respected
ot “the old stars and stripes."
There will and beloved for
many virtues, leaves a
hardly h. a regiment present in whom centrewidow and lour child ten at Yaruioiit li.
so
intleh of the interest ..| tin* late indiapp)
ARRANGFMKNT OF TRAINS.
war.
In their armorv, provided l»\ lie* city,
I rain- leave Belfast
a.
„_.
Mr. \\ l>.
I'm :Itna\( rs 01M amson.
max I..lie* lionormm'ii hanging side h\ sid.
ill. connecting direct to Ban
ahle
lisehaiires of ollieei
and men of hotli Hayden, who is censured by tin* commitsad.-■?.xf.2z
tomniugton, Lewiston, Dan
armies, now belonging to this regiment. and in tee w hich has boon in
vestigai ing the finan- villi- .landion and Draml Trunk Bailway, Augusta.
on. ol ltie eompanies,
ompaiix < may In* -«en
cial aIVairs of the town of Madi-on, pub- Brunswick, Bath, 1‘ortland, amt via La-tern, ami
I’.ia radi< r-i ..-neral of the l nioii arm> sei \ ine
and .Maim- L'ailroad
arriving in I'.o.ton
lishes a card in the Augusta Standard, in Boston
and rel'ii-ing an\
a'
private in the rank
p. m.
which lie says he will at the proper time
<o*n. F. I. I >.
Ihee. though often solieited.
Leave Belfast 3:30
Ill
connecting to l>e\ter
Welih ha- the name of being the lies! drilled
account h>r every dollar of the town's and Bangor, also with p.
night Dullmun train, airiv
II- entered tie* l nioii
in
at
-oidier in tie regiment.
Boston
ing
a
m,
money passing through his hands as one
ai ie\ in one ol the t nion .War) land regiments
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
*
(d the selectmen.
lie concludes as fol.June *1, Is; ,.
II ,I
ti the beginning of the w ar. a> a private, and
lows :
w;i- promoted tor gallantry from post to post
This attempt 0* fasten upon me the responsiuntil lie lvaehed a hrigadier-generaMiip, and
.1' n m a tided at
Annapolis, in this State. 'There bility lor I lie dilieieiiey in tlu* funds of the town,
are others ot the same sort fromthet onfederoriginated in a desire to make political capital
and t»» cover up the responsibility of those who
ale army, and if the people of the w hole count r\
administered tlu* town’s affairs when tlu* losses
eon Id see this regiment, and the eordial harDuring tlu* war of tlu* rebelmony that exists among them as brothers and really occurred.
fellow-soldiers, the\ would learn that the “w ar lion the town became involved by some means,
to a much larger amount, than reported by the
is over," and emulate their example in restoring union, peaee, fraternity, all over our be- liepublieaus ihmi in authoriiv and all the present
trouble grows out of efforts to corn eal and
uloved country. I hope they may do
credit

Klisworth.

Fourth of duly at

ri,(‘

ship Champlain, which was lost
Thusrday night on Fanalone island, had
been oft' the head for three days in a dense
fog, during which time no observation had
The

including

Moodv

DIED.

Disaster at Sea.

Universalist State Convention.
The
Convention of the Universalists of the State, of
Maine began its annual session in tins city on
Tuesday. A very large number of delegates
ami members of the church are in attendance*

lib

tH-

Miss F. A.

Hodsdon,

Teacher of Piano Forte, Cedar Street, l'erni
liberal for instruction
Agent. Brackett’s Pi an
3m4**
Fortes, Boston.

A

Companion

the Sheet-iron Cat.

to

House and Lot for Sa!eJ

SANFORi’S
JAMAICA

Memphis A *. ulunrlux Juneli.]
No < itv in the country lias suffered more
If in ..his- ui vagabond ducken-thicves
limn Memphis, but thanks to l-’reneh inpanacea for the growing evil
genuity.
Ims been discovered ami its name is llie
Torpedo Chicken." This little machine
is as near a chicken as human ski!! caul
make ii. Il is covered with leathers, with
I- prepared from the lrue .Jamaica (linger, eombinperfect head, legs and wings. It is soft to
aromatics and genuine French l»ranthe touch, and tile
legs and wings arc llex- od with choice*
ible. ami can lie moved and placed in posi- dy, and is vastly superior to every Kxtract or Estions similar to those of a genuine chicken, sence of
(linger before the public, all ol which are*
and when set upon a perch the deception
prepared with ah'ohol by the old process. Ir incan not be discovered even
by an expert.
I/ike other chickens, too, if a burning stantly relieves
match i- placed near its nose it topples otf
the perch, and when it does it tails with
the
the weigh! and destructiveness of a bombshell.
In-Me ol the automaton is placed
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Cramps and
a torpedo, which explodes if it is taken
by
Pains, Chronic Diarrhoea* DysentryWB
the legs or struck with any force. Hearand Cholera Infantum, Diarrhoea
ol
this
a
Frontmachine,
ing
ingenious
in Teething, and all Summer
street merchant
a
ordered
number
recently
<>t them with which to experiment. Some
Complaints,
halt-dozen of them were secretly distributed 1 riilax to persons who
complained DISEASES OF THE STOMACH
"1 annoyance irom
chicken-thieves, and
about the time other chickens seek their
Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Sluggish Digesroosts thea were
placed conspicuously in
tion, Want of Tone and Activity in
the hen-houses, am! the
persons setting
the Siomach and Bowels, Opthem retired to bed to avvaji results.
A
pression after Eeating, Riswidow ladv named Mis. I’. Simmons, living of Food and Similar
ing in 1 oi l bickering, who has been much

TII10

GINGER

annoyed, and whose watch-dog was poisoncti only a lew nights -ims*. was so anxiouto know the result ol the experiment
that she sat up to await the
coming of tin*

A. B. MATHEWS
FIKMOF

I.ATKOF THE

FIELD & MATHEWS'
BOUGHT OUT

II AS

A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

70 MAIN STREET.
And is

making large additions
will sell

at

to

living prices

the lowest

GOODS !

WALK IT

-SUCH AS

About one o'clock sin* heard
subdued voices outside the Ictus*
which surrounds her house, and soon after
tin* -eratabling noise made by a
person
climbing over tin* lems*. Soon there was
a
Muttering ai the heu-house, a subdued
cackle, and then a noise like the discharge
ol a hcaviir
nded gun.
\n agonized
slll'lrk
and 1'etl'l atillg T, M >t-t <•[>'

Finch Flayered, Purely .Medicinal, it will
I le-lroy a Morbid Appetite lor Intoxithe

the

up

i would caii

by hong

Indulgence
ituous

in

special attention to

Con-

Spir-

t

l.ii|Uors.

practical joker,

patterns

in

Taken

full

doses

In

ol

found

to

* \*

tin*

rt

and fibre is relaxed, and in

foot, every
state of the most

a

composed and happy, sinks into a
refreshing sleep, lasting until morning, from which
lie awakens
pr« vent bis

A mild dose before break

a new man.

fast am! another before

taking

more

going

out

for

thedav, will

in Ids

■

prison until

j N. Y. Sun.

A mi:ani;i l>isi•.>vi:i;v.
Frvobtirg has
11• 1 !Is 1 i|J [i■ sensation.
< hi Weduesilav
withe working men w iTt*
digging under
'■i.‘ rll ot tlir nid (Ixlui'd House,
it; that
■

wbage, lliidr shovels

struck something
lull'll, and in a lew minute-' a human skttil
was .■ x}ii«st-, 1 to view, and in a short time
a

i >•

11 .-t

■

1

iiiai

and

skeleton was lound. The affair
j it i 11 a -ensatioii in the village,

speculation

\va-

file

concerning

it.

Who
.i
it, and how came it there !J were
'in- sid.teei ol
ini. ms iuipiiry.
Whether
had
iin the!'' lor a century, tor the
h"U-e wa- a vert old one, or whether it
h id 1.n there hut a tew
years, was askagain ad again. Whether they were
die niaei "l some white man whose Itinera!
0

had I.ii

whether it

prematurely inaugurated,
w

hii 1 ell

as

the

anatomy ol
brave, who lone'

No

[Argil-.

if

mattef

shelve?.

our

are

lined

w

if h

Medicine,

by all druggists and dealers in Medicine.

Sold

WKKKs

la

\

i l l.!:.

I.oston,

(ieneral

with the fools and

prepairing ourselves

to

mers, and A> M

N K\V

A

N

A in t i
in
Wilt.- ri.iM,.
An old tanner
said that lie would not have a hired
man on li.s lan
who did not liahituallv

whistle,

lie always hired whistlers.

Said

he never knew a w
histling lahorer to find
land with his tood, Iiis lied, or
complain
*d any little extra work he was asked to
perl'orm Such a man was generally kind
to children and animals ia iiis care,
lie
would whi-tlo a chilled lamb into warmth
anil lile, ami would bring m Iiis hat lull
"I eggs iron) the barn without
breaking
one o| them.
He lound such a man more

oareliil about closing gates, putting up
bars, .ind seeing that the nuts on Iiis plow
were all properly tightened Indore lie took
it into the held,
lie never knew a whistling hired man to Kick or beat a cow, or
drive her on a run into the stable. He
had noticed that the sheep lie heed ill the

Agents.

IJctu Aiibcrtiscmcnts.

furnish ALL the old custo<

>NLS

as are

pleased

•all, with all kinds of goods in

our

to

line,

os

Agricultural Implements.

SITU AS

Will II

s

AWINK

11 aud

idrr Mills,
I *"\\ er.

I"’1' Summer smile.

l*ilily
liim

i~ like

re

u

Put

blighted

I

wears

lie* vit*! ini <»i Nervous l>e

brunch in the '■midiine
ptirifx lii> system with

Repairing SToYF.S,

TIN-& IKON

WAKK, LI.AD

1TMIN, with neatness and dispatch.

T11*1,

I

ml within

u

week h

Saltzer Aperient,

will I * «-1 like :i new
\j i. I > i; |' < < m

l:

Tin Roofing Made a Speciality!

It i- the

cheapest book ever publish
jia^es, over-'5oillustrations, t?1.5u. I bon
>ands buy it at sight who could not be induced to
purchase the high-priced hot.ks treating of Pome,

Medicine.
1‘nlike other bo..k> sold ibrou-di
agent t hi- w ork is thoroughly advertised thrmigdiont North America.
The tact, together with the
laiye size, elegant appearance, and many new tea
tures (,t the book, eau-e it to sell more
rapidlv than
any work ever published iu lhis countrv■. Tlio*e of
my ii^ nb xv bo lap e bad experience in
books,
selling
say that in all their previous canvassing they never
met with such success or made so
large wages, as
since commencing the sale of
my work, l
and territory, addie.-s indordng t wo
postage stamps
and stating \pm
nee
p. V. Pierre, M I
World's
1 Mspen^ary, lintla o, N Y.
Mark eu\elope
or
Publishing 1 *ep'(.”

A

i:

O.

W VDI.IN.

Celebrated Silver
ami

S50loSI0.000
Has been invested in Stuck

Pri\i.'eges and paid

900 S. PROMT,

■‘How

to

1

hi

Tumbridge

Street, N

It."

&

Y.

a

Hook on Wall Street, sent free.
P inker- & Urokers.Wall

Co.,

MAINE.

Those Who

“Help

Factory ami Hairy Fti riiitliiiig

PALPITAT ING.GRIEF-STRiCKEN HEART,
AMMilY

in: makkasskm m an ok hi sinkss.

THE WEEKLY SUN.
to

New

K

pages, 50

broad

columns, from now
Years, post-paid, 60 cts. Address Tm

$77

A WEEK guaranteed to Male ami
Female Agents, in their locality.
Costs NOTHIN'; to trv it. Particulars Free. P. O. YK KKin Ail-

I'mialile

WtPlIIII

BRlIg'i BM‘M,
Hay Spreaders, Loader* and Hay Forks.
Wood

Work of any kind ami in
•
Fluidity, at short notice.

Iron and
any

Trade -applied a! .Manufacturer-’ price--.
Terms
liberal. Send {.»r de-cript i\«• ( aialogue ami Price
1-itJt.
11

( LA IS It They D,; Say

.

assortment of

$5000

it Beats the World,

Gold for

a

Better Article

STOVES
Of the best

manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
Tin Ware, Lamps, <>il, &c.

The WYOMING STOVE
Of all

description promptly

attended

to.

iftC I’* ople who contemplate purchasing stnvs
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before
gcHaving had large experience in the
business am .-atisiied that 1 can give satisfaction.

ing el>ewhere.

R. F. CLARK.
Ir
< M. l.itn, Is; L—tf l.j.
liellast,

.,

4

An

Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,

MARKET

GROCERY STORE!
F N DKKSIHN FI) have purchased the stock
X and trade of the Meat and Orocery Store lornierlv occupied by SAN 1*0KN & Si Al'LKS in TeleK*apli building, corner of Main and High streets
where they will keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season aifords. Also gro
ceriesof all kinds.

rphf-

A Team will deliver all articles
purchased of us at any part of the City
free of

Charge.

We invite our old friends to call.
C MAIN .1. OKAY.
N. I
I elfast, Aug. liOtli, 1*74. —tIT

I’ATTKKSON

Aid all Disease,

leading

to

Consumption.

It is
from Vegetable I xfrafts ami Harks,
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is
high y reeoimiiended by physicians, clergymen and
others, testimonials from w hom I can furnish with
out number.
I.AIKIM BOTTLK, 35 ( TATS.
Don t fail to try it.
It i-- pleasant to take. See
that the name of F. W. Kinsman i.- blown in the

glass.
ttij

-.Sample

Bottic and Cimilar live,

I1'* W, li I
■ 42 IValei
t»u s.M.i. nv

1 X.

NircH, A

vjy

l*r<»]»riefor.
>■«*,

«ig ci«f a,

\i.i.m:t ta.ivrs.

Iveowll.

FIREWORKS

ORGANS!
ORGANS!
Don’t Fail io Call

Upon

Belfast Hardware Store
Hefore purchasing vnur goods.
There you will
linii lleneral II A ROW ARK, PAINTS, OILS
and V A It X I s 11KS, NAILS, OLASS, and
PARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
lor sail- at LOWEST PRICES. Don't forget
the place, A \< ilER’S, No. 1 Phouix Row.
tH”
April ‘-'0, 1S75.

M. F. WOODCOCK & SON. THIS I KNOW!
and i:\ami.m: tiik

ci:i.i;hi;a ti.d

—THAT AT-

SMALL & KNIGHT

ORGANS!

I hey are built from the best material, in the
most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the <|ualiti<‘S of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute musttj.ass instim mknts, and wherever
they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration ahd contidence of the

people.

F.very Instrument sold bv us is fully warranted and
eatislaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a
person, that by constant practice and connection with Organs, understands them
perfectly.
Conseq ifiitly we shall have a ton Kit from the factory visit us regularly aud keep our Organs in
ti nk and ItKI’AlK.

A New York paper states that a lew
days since a young gentleman Irom Montpelier. Vt., who had engaged board at a
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
house on Columbia Heights, and agreed
be convinced that they are as <;ooi> and oiikapkk
to bring his baggage over after tea, unban any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
bound to skli. as we shall let No onk touch us in
fortunately, as he was leaving the place, prices.
Iyr2tf
saw a lawn mower in the front yard, and,
M. P WOODCOCK & SON.
pale as death, ran back lip the steps, rang
the beil vehemently, and when the landlady appeared thrust $0 oO into her hand
with tlie jemark, “There’s a week’s board
--0I don’t stay in no house Where they cut
1 he subscriber whose
shop was recently
hash by horse-power.”
by iir‘*’ anu0l,uces

NOTICE.

to his friends

*
customers
that he has repaired up and
for business at the old
stand. Horse
Carriage Work, ltepairing and light blucksuuthing promptly and satisfactorily done*
<iASNW!fIlclfiint, June 10.

W*1"11
18

1*T5—3w2»OMAS

NO 5, Phoenix Row,
Can Ittt limnj all tlie

DRY

GOODS

Advertised in this paper, at
and

CALL

even

as

PURCHASING !

AGENTS
Guage;

WANTED!

to sell the
commends itself
men

ties

Fngland Laboratory, Boston, C. f. MAS
TIN, Pyrotechnist, amionnee they are prepared to
furnish, at wliolesale or retail, a superior line of
goods of their manufacture, at reduced prices.
Our specialties are Exhibitions forCities,
Towns and Clubs, and Boxes of Assorted Fire Works for private use.
Also,a Tull stock of Tire Crackers, Torpedoes, Flags,
Balloons, Masks, Chinese Lanterns, Torches, Torchlights, Caudles, Illuminations, Colored Fires, Bunting, Cannons, Pistols, Caps, Chinese Punk, Kites,
Mottoes, Decorations, Calcium Lights, and our New
Candle 11 older Tor Window Illuminations ^Patent
applied for), at lowest rates.
The City of Boston Displays on Boston Coni
vion, July \th, the post 11 years, were awarded our
house.
Ite luire also tu rn appoi ntej In/ the Centeaninl Committee to furnish the Display at Hoston am!
Hinder /till, Jane 17///, ls7.».
Purchasers should send immediately forourWhole
sale Price List, Catalogue of Fxhibitions and List
of harden Displays. Address B. T. WEI LS, Central Agent, |3 Hawley Street- «’or. of'Miik st.,
Boston. Mass.
ORDER EARLY.
The New

FINE

SHIRTS!

Wehlon Low Water Alarm
at

sight.

Control of

coun-

given. Engineers or those familiar with steam
boilers preferred. Address, I*. O. Box •J010, Boston,
Muss.—4w47

Warranted to Pit.

Bleachery.

goes Mrs. A. with
New Styi.e iiat
THERE
o., l>0-N''T She Look Nice? Who wants
to he outdone
Sirs.
a

by

A., “that’s the question.”
Ladies look to your laurels. All milliners that are
in communication with Belfast
by sta or other
wsRe, please take notice. At the sign o
the Straw
Works, East side of the river.
Belfast, April tfO, ly?5.—3n»42
S. A. BLACK.

?e

No.

MAIN

THE

the estate of

F subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X. concerned, that she lias been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of

rpn

FENNELS, late of Stockton,
in t lie County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as tin-law
directs; she therefore requests all perSA3ICFL C.

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
toiler.
LYDIA PENN ELS.

public notice to all

duly appointed

and
of Administrator of

<;E0P<;E o. CLEMENT, lateol Montville,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore
requests all persons
w ho
are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have
any tie
maud- thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to ,limJ. D. LA3LSOX.
subscriber hereby «riv«
public
rpm;
1 concerned, that he has been
s

notice to all

duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Executor of the

estate

ot

(JKOUGK PUSHOU, late of Unity,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have
any demand* thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
him.

,j. i>. LAM.SOX.

M

•! >.

»RG \N

1

1
Yt'Rk.
Vt
»ilk

iiickkky i;ivkn to the stockthe Hellast & Moosehemi Lake Rail
< ompany, that the annual
meeting will be held
at the Court House in Hellast, on
Wednesday, July
7th, Wo, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following matters, viz
Km.st. To hear tin* Report of the Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
Si'.nixn. To elect nine (0) Directors for the ensuing year.
I iiniii. To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Per order of Directors,
JOHN II. (JUIMP.Y, Clerk.
Hellast, June 1U. lS7i».—4wl9
is

FIREWORKS!

every variety of Roods for
If you wish to buy at lowest
Price List before purchasing.

July 4-Olebrution.
prices, send for our

Hoy

a

through ticket

on

board

Steamer Katahdin !
—AND—

SAVE 25 CENTS!
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STEAMER
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'll. I »I >i

Particular attent ion
artilicial teeth.

> >

Castine Steam Boat

opposite

I

ilobe

n

l ln

i.f

proprietorship

of the above well

Ii.-IWV.-l

i.'

<

will be welcome to as good fare as can be had anywhere.
I he stable has shared the general
improvement,
and with experienced and careful hostlers no
pains
will he spared in taking care <>t horses.
He has some tine 1,1 V Id; V sTi H K. for the aecom
niodation of those desiring good teams.
K. II. MI TCIILLL.
Hellast, l>ec. UU, ls7-l.—f»mos*.'u‘

|
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TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.
CTIA REES M AS< >\,
C'om’s’r of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their applicaa

form to

secure

for them
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MANHOOD.

r*n- in* it *

,v

and favor-

able consideration at the Patent < >tfice.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
tuleut and ability on hispurt leads metorecommend

ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure ot having the most faith| ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Boston, Jan 1 1875.
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HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

I application to
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BLATCHLEYS

lii.pr.tM.I

( ICl MHI.i;
ri Mr is tli<- ...•
2
£ k»K.wl.-.l«f.l S I AM. Mill
^ of Hie market, hv popular
verdict, the best pump for
tin least money.
Attentention is invited to Blatchley’s 1 mprov ed
Bracket, the Drop Cheek Valve, which
can he withdrawn without
disturbing the
joints, and the copper chamber which
never cracks, scales or rusts and will
last
a life time,
for sale bv Dealers and the
trade generally. In order to be sure that
)<m
Blatehlcy’s l'ump, be careful and
see that it lias
It
my trade mark above.
you do not know where to
buy, descriptive circulars,
together with the name and address of the agent
will be promptly iuniislicd by address-
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Manufacturer.
Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Washington.

All necessity of a journey to Washington to
procure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
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patentability of inventions.
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States; also in Great Britain,
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments,and all papers lor Patents executedon reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to d<
termini: the validity and.utility of Patents of Inventions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters
touching the same. Copies of the claims ot
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As-
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Sold Everywhere.
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Bottle
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KiMi.Kl’sv and I’d s, induced by .-elf indulgence or
sexual extravagance, \c.
Price, in a sealed envelope, onlv six cent*.
The celebrated author, in tni- admirable 1 -,-av,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ -ucr. --tul
practice, that the alarming consequences ol sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangt runs
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode ol cure at once -imp!.
and effectual, by means of which ev ery sufferer, n<»
matter what his condition may he, may cure him-. It
cheaply, privately, and rmfiniNi/.
#4 1 his Lecture should he in tie- hand* of every
youth and every mail in the land.
.Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, t>> any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cent-, or tu< post
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,
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blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

atre

This new and commodious Hotel, built
by tin- hit.
Gardner Brewer, l-.s<)., is now open to tinpublic.
It is complete in all the modern
appointment-',
Passenger elevator, Steam-lmat and running water
in the Booms; Bath and f.diet Booms on each 1- ...or,
etc. etc.
I rt7/ centrally located, near the < oumum.
all the places of amusement, Public Buildings, and
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines; 11.>r-e < ’ars and St agi t o a!I |.a i■:
ot the City and Suburbs, conne-ting witli all [In
Depots, pass the door continual!v.
Booms, $1.00 per day ami upward-, :iv.••»:«Iii• to
size and location.
An excellent Restaurant, at moderate price-.
Your patronage is solicited.
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Quaker Bitters

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,— the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy.
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
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pediments
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rpiIF
X. concerned, that lie has been
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LEWISTON,

.**■

Savings Bank.

.directs;

she therefore requests all persons who
indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those w ho have any demands
thereon, to exhibit tilt Sime for settlement to her
.MARTHA C. Will INKY.

-I

1. Is7j

THE

I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any -hie
of Handle that may he wanted, from the f.e-t'oi
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, lirst-class
l'mii
ished in any quantitv, at bottom prices.
KBLD A I'WOOI), Winterport, M.
tf-*t
(ien'l Ag’t IIigganum Mfg. t'o.

WHITNEY, late of Burnham,
in the County of Wn’.do, deceased, bygivingboml as the

law

11,1
\

..ini !.i-
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Two Trips Per Week.

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!

EDWIN

are

.1 uii.

.-I.

|»ort.

and tedious than by the old met boils.
I. et h i n-ert
ed in Bobber or Celluloid Base, as p. r-oiis pref.-r.
He has the country right for the u
of

STAPLES, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs ; she t herefore
requests all persons
w ho are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make j
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
31 ARY F. STAPLES.
——-—-- |
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all !
concerned that she has hern duly appointed and j
taken upon hcrsell the trust of Administratrix of

M

#*50
3 65

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

tm

STREET.

improved
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much b --painin'

of

CHAS. CUSTIS & CO.,
BELFAST TO NEW YORK
493 Congress St., Portland Me.
FOR $7.25 !
Therons, my wife, Sarah F. Maddocks.has left my
bed ami board without justiliablo cause, this is
TT
to forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her
on my account, as 1 shall pay no debts of her contracting alter this date, having made Suitable provision for her maintenance at my house.
CI1ARLKS C. M Al>DOCKS.
North Appkton, June 10, 1875.

46

of
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets, lias all tin- latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in

successively
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ed and Bored to shoot close.

said

HYDE 4 DOVE, 52 Chauncy St., Boston.

CAUTION.
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TON; •„>.-> Union Square, NEW
Adams St.. ('ll It.’AGO.

%*Particular attention given to Model Making
ami Sewing Machine Repairing. .-hot linns Ke|.ail-

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at tin- old stand

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
June, A. 1, 18/0.
DC PCI N, named Executrix in a certain
instrument purporting to he the last will and
testament of David Durgin late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
will for Probate.
i hat the said Sarah give notice
Ordered,
to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Prohate Court, to he held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Mime should not he proved, approved and allowed.
ew *o
ASA TllLPLOCClI, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. P. liKi.n. Register.

''m“°

Bonnet

tvn:

1>>

Hags, Mask}, BjIoods, Crackers, Torpedoes,
Ami

MADE TO ORDER.

eotf

Reliable

July 4, 75.

low

lower prices.

BEFORE

Jiiik' 17, 75

or

CATALOGUES

ATTACHMENTS.

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

K ll I A M. < 'A I.DF.R Wr( X >I>, Widow of John
< alder Wood late ol I
Jncoluville, in said County
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for
an allowance
from the personal estate of said deceased.
I hat the said Bethia M. give notice
Ordered,
to all persons interested by
causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks suceessi\ elv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of .July next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petition should not be granted.
AS \ TUL’RLOUHIJ, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Fu;u», Register.
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EASY PAYMENTS.
rented until

payments:

i on

taken upon himself the trust
the estate of

AT

AND

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lbr
the Countv ot Waldo, on the .■.econd TuesJjiy ot
June, A. i>. 1875.

sons

ORGANS!
CALL

Sewing Machine Ieedles

DENTISTRY!

ot
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at
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v

PSANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN V

;

BENJAMIN F.

:/!'{ mu-M
uliJ.li.Mlr, ,\ 1!

(loin

tpiisito combination of the>e in-drum<ut~.

S. A. HOWES & CO.

a petition
assignment of
in the real estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Harriet give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in t he Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at Belfast, within
ami for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesday ot
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot
-aid petition should not be granted.
ASA Tilt KI.Ol (ill, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. P. Fit l.i>, Register.
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C. B. Sanford.
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MACHINIST!

ICEDAlt FENCE RAILS

IM IK subscriber hereby give s public notice to all
X concerned that she lias been duly appointed and
taken uiioii herself the trust of Administratrix of the

Come and examine the newest
and best store in the world.

specialty.

a

KS

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
ot

Help

Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S.
S. IIFKSFY, will keep constantly on liainl a
large

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
r kki.ii; vi:s Tin.

Try

to

ami

~

Capt.

Boston

I iiur-ij.i'

FARE TO BOSTON.

DpOT

READ,

jam: LARRABFK, sister of Franklin
Cochran late of Searsport, in said County of
W aldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
William M. Larrabet* may be appointed Administrator on sai'l deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Mary Jane, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate ('ourt, to he held at Belfast,
wit bin and for said < ’ounty, on t he second Tuesday ol
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, f anv they have, why the pray r of
said petition should not he granted.
ASA 1 HFULOFCIl, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Fua.n, Register.
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Made
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77/c
every town to canvas for
of
Maim-,"from the earliest
History
period to the present time, |»v John
s. (' Aliholt.
A new book ot*invaluabie inter, -t to every citizen. The
work is complete iu one handsome
e'liime, illustrated, and published
at a price within reach of the
people. A rare chance for :i first class
canvasser.
P. JJ. Kl SSKIJ., Pub
lisher, Poston.

Eag'o.

MEW CHARTER OAK

\V. NY. MI.KKI LI

r. S. .L It. Wadlin will be found at tin- old stand
f*»r a short time, where all those who have unsettled accounts will please call and settle t lie same,
tiimi'.>
IVr Order
.1. It. WADLIN.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
June, A. D., 1875.

Widow of John

PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Ila.v, straw and Hoof • utters Hand or Power.
I.awn Mower-, harden and Field Hollers,

HOUSE
plain and

STKAMKK

HAVE

WKST,
West late of
HARRIET
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
for the

M \rill\l S,
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American Organs ever awarded any imdil
in Europe, or vvhi h present such e\tr.. r.u
nary excellence as to command a wide salt* tla-re.
awarded highest preminmp at !
'•> u<*
In \incrlca h» w
BLTI n I O trial Exposit! '!
Europe. Got >>t hundred- tin i.• !.n\m>t !.»•••
all where any other organs have lpreieina
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ULu I hemispher--. t
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important impr<.\
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ever
m
New
IILfl O 1
Solo and Combination Slops.
SuperU
Kl*r«»'ere and other Case* of new designs.

BL.M<>\'Ll) to their new (tanking Boom
in Custom House S-piare, are prepared to n
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on tin
lirst days of dune, duly, August ami.-September, and
December, January, Lehman and March. Interest
being computed on same, the*first .’Mondays of dum
and December.
Depnsi's received daily. .-xrept on Snndavs and
Legal Holidays,) from to \‘ A. M., and •_* to 1 I*. M
Saturdays Bank close- at 1 noon.
Joh n II. (ji i.mp.v, Tre-as.
ASA I’AI 'M K, pre-t
Belfast, .lime Mb Is?}.
tt

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
June, A. 1 >. 1875.
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Capt. Wm.
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DIPLOMA OF HOHOP.

will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Woiks, High
Street.
JOHN If. pools.
Belfast. March is, Isra. tt MAH' WHsll.
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A Baltimore man recently ate nine pine-anples
at a meal. His landlady, a widow, too! .Such
a man would commit
burglary or murder or
leave the phi” in the washbasin after using it.

PhenixRow, Belfast

Winterpoi t. Maine,
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JOB WORK
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11 loved a
and economical.

swearing.”
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LOCKE,

FRED ATWOOD,

ALT. kinds op

around him us lie
lie had never emwhistler who was not thoughtful

everything under <Jod,” said
1-ord Brougham. ‘-to habit, upon which,
in ail ago.-, tin- law-giver, as well as the
school-master, lias mainly placed his reliance; habit, which makes everythin”'
easy and easts all dilliculties upon the deviation Croin a wonted course. Make sobriety a habit, and intemperance will he
hateful; make prudence a habit, and reckless profligacy will be as contrary to the
nature of a child grown or adult, as the
most atrocious crimes are fo
any of your
lordships, (live a child the habit of sacredly regarding the truth ; id' carefully
respecting the property id' others; of
scrupulously abstaining from all acts ol
improvidence which can involve him in
distress, and he will just as likely think ol
rushing into an element in which In* cannot breathe, as ol lying, or
cheatin”', or

L.

J.

any other*.

I

ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our pa-t
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to u-

Belfast

MARY

GOOD AN ARTICLE
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,'ard and slu-d gathered
w histled, without tear,
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Machinery,

Notice.
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AND AT As

nil: YSSISTANT TO Till-; TOILIN'!

once

Walnut, Rosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Coffins all Stylos
Supplied at the Lowest Prices, and at

u

leteriuined
1 lie oldest inhabitant could
think ol no one who had Jett town suddenly and whose disappearance could not
l the time he accounted lor
The Indians

ed wtilt tii- most lavor.

Both

it is recommended.

\ ears
i’eguaket
ago dejiarted lor the Happy
Hunting
1 irounds, was a
ipiestion that could not 1h;

lormerly very plenty in that locality,
and the theor\ that a red skill once covered
tin e hones w
tin one which was receiv-

CASKETS

Tin, and Iron Ware A'r.

you will fail to derive from them the benelit to be
obtained from thi- n med> in the disease?, for which

some

" ere

«

and excellence
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At a 1’robate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
June, A. i>. 1875.
BFLD1X, brother of Brasilia Beldin late
of I’alermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that John (ireely may
he appointed Administrator on said deceased’s
est ate.
Ordered, That the said James give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap
pear ;it a 1’robate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
July next, at ten ot tin* clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THCRLOCCH, Judge.
Attest—B. I*. 1'Tki.d, Register.
A true copy.
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STOYES,

cold.

s

me

at

e

ton

tisted depot hmiuger ini.arded the train and
howled :
Where i- that damned duller who has
biso. looking all over this "ere town liu*
him si -11
reached \.*w York

proposes to sell

having become successors to .L
by the purchase of his stock of

nnilK
r|AHF subscribers
1>. WADLl.V

Together

was

At this time the train was rapidly moving ut ol the depot, and Itaekus wildly
hook Ins li-t at the astonished -tranger.
reaming : "I lon’t I \t is.i I had time to
net oIV and trash you.
you scoundrel I"
I o the horror iT the minstrel
joker the
train W I- Stopped and backed into the
depot itaekus made a rush liu his compartment in I lie drawing-loom ear and
locked himself in just as the brawny-

Kept

Kesiil.'- I lii< now addition lo hi.- F.xtcn-i\ e Stock,
lie lias constantly on hand all such articles as are
usually found in Furniture Wareroone;. which he

Short

ed rage, he shouted
"(*li, there you are, ton villain I I've
been looking lor you all over this cursed

Ite-kii

F1LLI) &

MASON & HAMLIN

teeth. Artificial Teeth .Manufactured.
Teeth tilled in the best manner.

We are prepared
all
PAINTING

tin* I’nulo! Four

on
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Office in Gordon Block, Main St.
SEAESPORT, ME.
Special attention paid to extracting
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New Firm!

graf t

once

at

began to move, 1 tackle espied a
big fellow lounging ia the depot. and linking his li-t at him ia assum-

tiled,

Tables,
kinds,
Mirrors, Brackets, Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattresses
&c., &c., &e.

e»

muscle

to

l\ing rej>o-e, while pain, soreness of the bones and
niu.-eles ili-appear, and the poor sufferer, in a state
of mind

<d

most

extends from lo ad

at

\le

and Chairs of all

A. B. MATHEWS.

blown and the ears

knave, you

by

TO Main Street, Belfast M

milling for tin-night, il

on

powerful influence
IVr
on ilir organs of cimilulion and perspiration.
spiration Hows from every part of the body, a glow
will In

smalltown in ( onneeticiit, the other
day, anil, :ts lie st tried for New York, he
stood oil the rear platform ol the last ear
•■I' the train.
.Iust as the whistle was

toll

as were sold
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CABINET ORGANS.

At :i Probate Court held at Belfast, within amt tor
tlie* County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday ol
.)un<s A. !*>., l'S?i>.
Vpon tin foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
je t it inner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order t hereon, to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
thev mav appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
I’rebate Otlice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of .July next, at ten o’clock in the fore
noon, and shew’ cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA THUKLOl (ill, .Judge.
B. 1*. Fli.l.l», Register.
A true copy, Attest

11
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Same

tin*

the

stock of

Metal ic Burial Cases !

trap-gun.

barley Itaekus,

our

To those who have to purchase I would say I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
sold for, to the nicest WALNl'T and
possible
IP >sl.\Y< MU).
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in

J. L. LOCKE,
No.
PJIENIX ROW,
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SANFORD’S

Its general use will
large number of
chicken-thieves who infest it. Tim inif or, w hen he d e should be eanoni/.cil.
a

ri I our etty

nice assortment of
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Judge of Probate for the County

Line

Independent
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\E73.

Belfast, Me,

II.\R\M.\ BLOCK.

tain real estate, and known as the homestead of said
deceased, being one undivided half part thereof;
that by a sale of any entire portion of said real estate
the balance would be depreciated in value.
Wm;iii;i ouk your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey the whole of
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion ot the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satis
fy bis debts and incidental charges, and charges ot
Administration, at public or private sale.
JANE BRYANT.

AND DF.SIKAHLF. S| ,x K
OK
ijk h as ji s i hkf.n ki;Pli\ id

it km n
AI.AItiil.

(M ERUIT ^ FE RATp

£*rAll business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

BRYANT, Administratrix of tin estate of
David Bryant late of Thorndike, in said County,
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,
chatties and credits of said deceased are not >utli
cient to answer his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of two hundred and twenty-five dollars ; that snid deceased died seized ofeer
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Sanford's

at Law!

a
to

the Honorable
of Waldo:
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Digestion,

of

Organs

lSuild

And

d 'I tile su-iv.v nj tin* machine.
Tile
'■ ul\ who bclorc was Idled with anger anil
thought only ol vengeance on the thieves
who hail so t rcijii<-iil!y taken her eliiekens,

soon

ac-

two

one

OF

KINDS

ALL
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WALLACE,

Attorney

NEW ARRIVALS TANK

(ON.<TA.\i/A ON HAND.

Strengthen and Invigorate

cants,

!'

or

large enough

thereon,

moderate sized
of ihe largest size,
than
there
inot
more
twenty children;
providing
a good barn n< al ly new, and about 2d acres ot land.
Plica* $5,000. Terms, $100 to close the
$000 when possession is given; $2,000 to remain on
mortgage, payable $.‘>oo yearly with Bankable interdin5o
PKLF(* STAP1.K.S.
est.
F.nquire ot Wii.i..\iii> M. (iuitl'iN, Stockton.

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !

STIMULANT AND TONIC,

GEO. E.

copy of said petition, with this order
be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they nray appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at the Probate Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on
the second Tuesday of July next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, If any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
ASA TH UK LOU (ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register.

causing

Ailments.

S'liic

as it w as
possible in ids wounded eomliti *11. and it an.\ one finds a negro with a
hand : a*sh!\ -iml df. let liim ilitorm ( 'hiel
t tin*
laet.
Another negro was
Ati),\
brought to grid the same night, by one
of the same instruments, in tin- Eastern
suburbs 1 races *>l blood were discovered
leading from tin chicken-roost, and it is
believed lie will lie arrested. This is, indeed. a great invention, and vastly superi-

situateil

bargain,

—

IIAMBEP il PAULO Pi SPITS.PAPLOU
TABLES MAPftLE & WOOL> TOP.
li ATT PEES. iVUATXOTS, WPETI Vi: JtESKS. WOPP TABLES
iiinl LOOP IXO GLASSES,
EX TEX SI OX TABLES
Jc SIDE BOA Pits.

I

Office

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by

west

village.
commodate
families, or

SUI GENERIS.

at Law!

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by K. K. Boyle.

Administratrix of the

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of June, A. D.' 1875.

former

JOHNSON,

County, deceased, respectfully represents

residence,
side of Stockton
MVoutlie
House
to

the stock which he

E.

Attorney
14

Probate for the County

that the goods, chatties and credits of said deceased
are not sufficient to answer his just debts and charges
of Administration, by the sum of eight hundred and
fifty dollars; and that an advantageous olferjbr the
real estate (consisting of the homestead of said
Alinon W. Clements, being an undivided half of the
old Ldmund'Cleinent’s farm, and an undivided half
of the parcel on which tin* buildings stand, including the buildings built by the said Alinon W. Clement) ot eight hundred and fifty dollars by (iilbert D.
lvellar of said Waldo.
WiiKUKi'onio your petitioner
prays your honor to
grant her a license to >ell and convey at private
sale, real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,} to satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Administration.
RACHEL A. CLEMENTS.

Sale.

For

of

ACHLL A.

Till.

MOCK OF FURNITURF!

Judge

CLEMENTS,
W. Clements late of Waldo,
I>V. Estate of Alinon
in said

subscriber oilers for sale his
i arm on I he east side of the
river.
The farm contains 80 acres
of land, good house, barn and outbuilding'; a young orchard of 7->
trees; veil watered, and wood enough for home
consumption. The farm i- in a good neighborhood
on the fcwarsport road, one half mile from the lower
bridge. Terms reasonable
Inquire of ('apt. T. K.
Sill TK, Pilot on board >ti,;nm,r Cambridge.
li« lfast, May 20, 1>75.— dmo- li A

vi-itors.

tilled witli alarm, ami hall way
n greited having used the
torpedo chicken.
She did not have the courage to go out
doors alone, tail eaili<1 to a neighbor who
had lie."; an.it-i* I by the report, lie aeeompaniei! her oi tin hen-house, where a
oi-e was In oig made h\ the survivgreat
s *■, eral had been killed and
i*'■
ig
me m limed In the evplosi m.
A search
■i a- ma le tor the
torpedo chicken, which
w:s liuali.v tumid aiming the wreck ol
poiilm. Ihe Innlv of the machine was
blown to atoms, lint it- (wij legs were
i-'tind iutaet, tightly grasped by a huge
biael, hand, winch had been literally torn
Irmn the arm.
Heath never held tighter
b a dn d
nigger than di i this negro's dead
hand grasp tlnisi
wo
liii*i.i*n legs. As
bi lon -tati d. the negro ra; awaw as last

To tin* Honorable
of Waldo.

Farm for Sale,

BOWELS,

DISEASES of

house and lot known as the
A. K. Fletcher house at Saturday Cove, Morthport, for sale.
Terms easy. Would take mortgage
note for part pav. Inquire of
<;l*:o. K. .lOlIX.SOX, !•:>(/., Belfast.
tf!2
April 20, 1875.

Xorthport,

G.

p*obate?notices.

extraordinary

and useful works,

t he most

fastidious may read them.
0
Address the i'K.l 1U.IIV Melili .u.
Institutk, No.
I Hulflncli st.
(opposite Keren- House), lioston, Muss
X. 11. The author and
consulting physicians cun te
consulted on all the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skii.i. and f:\fKltIKNCi:.
tj-U

